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Editorial Note.

The following pages represent an attempt,

made perhaps for the first time in the history of the

work, to sum up the philosophical teachings of the

Yogavasistha Ramayana in a consistent and system-

atic manner. The earlier attempts of Abhinanda

( 900 A. 1). ), Malildhara (
1600 A. D.

)
and others

did not claim to be any more than abridged redactions

of the text, but to Professor Atreya belongs the credit

of presenting briefly the philosophy of this unique

treatise in the language of the original text, with

the topics arranged in logical sequence.

A survey of the old'religio-philosophioal literature

in Sanskrit, would seem to indicate that the

Yogavasistha .Riimayana was once one of the most

widely read books in the country and that it, greatly

influenced general philosophical thought. Though a

Vedanta work of the highest order it, has a place of

its own in the history of Indian spiritual philosophy

and cannot, bo described in any sense as affiliated

to the school of thought, associated with the name of

Sankaracharya. It, is unfortunate that a work of

such monumental grandeur, the like of which is

hardly to he met, with even in Sanskrit literature,

should have been allowed to remain obscure and
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neglected so long. It may be hoped that interest

in the study of Yogavasistha will again be revived

and that the present booklet will then serve as an

humble introduction to this study.

Government Sanskrit College,]

Benares. > Gopinath Kavirai.
Dee. 7, mu. J
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FOREWORD
By

Principal A. B. Dhruva, M. A., L. L. B., 1. E. S. (Retired.)

I commend to every earnest student of Vedanta

this book of Selections from the Yoyam&istlm which

have been can dully and lovingly gathered and

classified by my friend 1 )r. B. L. Atreya.

The Yuifmashiha or “The Philosophy of Life

( MOf/a ) preached by Vasistha (to Kama)’ 3

is an

important landmark in the history of Indian Philo-

sophy. Like certain Upamsads, the Galhas, the

Jalrtktrs, and the J’nntiMtst, it combines pool ry with

philoB >phy, t.o the distinct advantage of both : its

philosophy gains in vitality and persuasiveness and

its poetry in suggest iveness and pragmatic, value.

The object of this book of Selections, however, is

to disengage the. philosophy o \ Yogtmmslhu, from its

poefie paraphernalia, so as to enable the student, of

Indian Philosophy to view it at a glance and estimate

it? proper worth,

hike the llh(i<jmd<iita, the YotjavUsthl/m endea-

vours to solve, the problem ai‘jnam versus karma,

but it. d I# it in a, manner which is very different, from

its great predecessor. While the lUmjTiuhjiUi- lays

lmns the spiritual principle which alone matters in
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the solution of problems of life, and thu3 exposes the

error of confounding the moral with the physical, the

Yogamsiftha denies the existence of the external

Reality alt ogether and regards karma not as antithetic

to jnana but as a form of jiima itself. Or, to put it

in another way, while the RhagradgUU reveals the

principle of Duty which underlies Juana and karma
,

the Yogarmietha investigates the nature of Reality and

in reducing it to Juana denies the possibility of

karma bung anything other than Juana in its

ultimate nature.

Primarily and in its origin, the Yoyanntist/ia is not

a work on the theory of Reality but on the practice

or Way of Life ( Yoga ) and this fact, is duly recog-

nised and appreciated by Vidyantnya whoso Jivan-

mukti-rireku is largely based upon Yogazasi*lita.

Yet its ontology has attracted more attention of the

general reader than its sketch of spiritual life. The

reason is obvious.

The conception of Reality put forward in the

Yngamdtfha is so challenging to Common Sense that

the common man feels staggered by its bold Idealism,

But if he lifts himself up into the higher atmosphere

of spiritual life, he will find that the intellectual

Idealism of the Yogw<m$ha is a necessary corollary

or implication of that life. Man’s universe is not the

same as that of his zoological predecessors. Similarly,
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t.ho God-saturated man has a universe which is

different from and which sublates that of the common

man. When, therefore, one enters the higher plane,

the denial of external Reality as it appeared to

Common Sense is a logical necessity.

This extraordinary adventure ot thought, is supposed

to indicate the iniluence which Buddhism exercised on

Brahmanism during the centuries which lie between

Nagarjuna and Gam lapada. But, it should be rcmernl >er-

ed in this connection that it, was an age of Mahayana

Buddhism, or, as it is appropriately called, ‘Sanskrit

Buddhism’, iu which the language of the Bnilmianas

had replaced Pali of the Buddhists, and not a few of

the Buddhist teachers had been originally Brahma-

manas, with the result, that Brahmanism influenced

Buddhism enormously in that age, rather than vice

versa. In view of these general considerations, it may

be well presumed that, the Vijntina-vada in the Yoga-

MshtJui was not borrowed from the Buddhists. There

is a radical difference between the yij'kana.-'cada of the

Bnihmanas and that ot the Buddhists—a difference

as great ns that between ‘purna,’ and ‘king
o'

( full and

empty ), 'nit.//a’ and ‘anUya’ ( eternal and changing ),

‘el-a-’ and ‘huluC
(
one and many ). Moreover, there

is direct, evidence to show that the Buddhists had

borrowed some of their tenets from Brahman as. For

example, the word’ ‘eamvrti’ o( Mahayana Buddhism
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was ‘avarana’ of Vedanta and would be meaningless

unless there were Reality which was covered or

obscured. Possibly, the word *stwirrti

’

was suggested

by the word '<iptitruu’ of the Ppanpad text:

ctrsf fwk sm ll

Again, it. is undeniable that 'nitim-rUpa' of the

Buddhist ‘chain of causes’ first occurs in the l ’panipnls.

Moreover, in the Kutkitmtthu where the question of

the subjectivity of Matter is discussed, the won 1 used

in connection with it is stiimmnmm
(
mmuihhttttn 'I

which at once reminds us of the older text of the

Vpanhnd fspEFt

ou which Saiiikara bases his famous theory of t he un-

reality of the external world.

We should boar in mind, however, that the

Vijflmit-mda IjoUi of the Buddhists and the Ve lantins

begins from an age much earlier than that, of their

‘acaryas” such as Asariiga and Saiiikara. The ‘uearyaa*

were only exponents or teachers and not. originators of

their systems. As a matter of fact the history of

Indian Idealism goes back to the dim past preceding

and following the centuries in which Uautamn Buddha

lived and taught. The Buddhistic Vijftana-vctdti was

known as Prajfiaptimda and its predecessor was the

VijHdnavftda or Brahma-vada of the Vpanifads.



Closely connected with this is the question of the

date of the 1 oyavasiftha. A weighty contribution

has been made by Dr. Atreya in the Introduction

towards the solution ot this problem. lie is of

opinion that “We may place it. after Kalldiisa and

before Bliartrhari, i. e., somewhere in the Gt.li century.
5 ’

As Dr. Stseherbatsky has observed, “Prof Atreya

has brought the problem very near to its final

solution.”

Before I conclude this Foreword, I would express

a. wish : just as Prof. Atreya has extricated the

Philosophy of the Yogmtisistha from its poetry, would

not some enthusiastic, scholar or publisher separate

its poet ry from its philosophy and publish it as a

Companion volume f

A. B. Dhruva.





Preface.

Sri Vasistha-Darsanam was completed in October

1 927. Itformed an Appendix to my thesis for the degree

of Doctor of Letters (D. Lift.), submitted to the Benares

Hindu University in July 1928. The thesis— “The

Philosophy of Vasistha, as presented in Yogavasistha”,

which was very highly appreciated by the Board of

Examiners, appointed by the Faculty of Arts of the

University for the purpose, has not yet been published

for want of funds. A great demand has, however, been

made for its publication by those who have read my ten

lectures on Yogavasistha delivered before the Kashi

Tattva Sabha and published as Yogavasistha and Its

Philosophy ( 1932 ) and Yogavasistha and Modern

Thought
( 1934 ). Encouraged by the appreciation

which these booklets have received from great

scholars, both Indian and European, I have now

made up my mind to publish larger volumes on

the subject, to which I have devoted a great deal of

my leisure. Here is the first of the contemplated

volumes. The second, Yogavasistha aur uske Siddhmta

(Hindi) and the third, The Philosophy of Yogavasistha

( English ) are in the press. The present volume

&n Vasistha Danamm is in Sanskrit with an

Introduction in English. It is meant for those who
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may wish to make themselves acquainted with the

philosophy of Yogatmuika, in its original, sweet and

beautiful language, the charm ol which elude"

translation, but. have not the time and intention or

patiences to go through the voluminous work of ‘‘thirty

two thousand Lanzas”. Herein I have collected ami

systematically arrtmgfd about bOOO stanza" ot

Yogimtmlka containing the essentia! principles of the

entire philosophical outlook of the valuable work

which was undeservedly neglected hitherto by the

orientalists. On the margin of each sloka or line, 1

have mentioned the place in t Ins original work from where

it has been picked tip. The three numbers refer to the

pmkdrum, sarga and Haka of Yogarusistka, published

in two volumes by tilts Nirnayasagar Press, Bombay.

I am very grateful to Principal Gopinath Kaviraj,

M. A., Principal, Govt. .Sanskrit College, Benares,

for having encouraged me in this work and for

having included if in the Prince of Wales Saraswati

Bhavana Texts edited by him. My thanks are also

due to my pupil and friend, Mr. Naravan Vishnu Joshi,

M. A. who helped me in correcting the proofs.

Hindu University,
^

Benares. I

B. L. Atreya.



Introduction.

Chapter I.

The place of Yogavasistha in the Philosophical

Literature of India.

Sri Vasistha-darsanam ( the Philosophy of

Vasistha ) is an attempt to place before the modern

world in a systematic form the philosophical doct-

rines embodied in an ancient work, Yogavasistha. Yoga-

vimstka, also known as the Mahdramdyam, the

ArymmUyana.Jnma^asistha, Vasistha Ramdyam or

simply as Vasistha, is a voluminous Sanskrit work

which is widely read, in the original as well as in

vernacular translations, by the seekers of self-knowledge

throughout India. It is the Bible of those who seek for

Peace and Liberation, as the li'fmwyana ofTnlsi Das

and flu* lihagmata are for the devotees and the Bhaga-

mdgita for men of action. Thousands of men and

women from the lowest to the highest grade of

culture find solace in the study of this wonderful

work, which contains many stories in which oven

children may find pleasure, and philosophical specula-

tions which the brightest intellect may find difficult

to comprehend. In grandeur it may be compared to

to the great Himalayas which, being situated on the
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earth, are within the reach of all, yet whose lottv peaks

baffle the attempts of even t he most earnest ex-

pedition. Men of all tastes, literary, religious or

philosophical, find interest in i\ It. is really one

of the wonders that the mind of India has produced

in its literature, and surely the best companion for

one who is anxious to realise Cosmic Consciousness and

to live on the heights of spiritual Peace, where the

best and the noblest men of India have always aspired

to stay. All who have had the fortune of studying

Yagarmistfui share this view, and others who will

study it earnestly will not differ much.

Svaini Hama Tirtha, one of the greatest saints

of modern India and a great Vedantist, said in one of

his American lectures, “( hie of five greatest books, and

the most wonderful according fo me. ever written

under the sun, is Yogmusisthn- which nobody on

earth can read without realising ( lod-eonseiousness"

( In the Woods of (lod-realisation, Delhi edition, Vol.

III, p. 20a). Dr. Bhagwan Das, an erudite scholar

of Indian thought, writes in the 1 ’erfatory Note to

his Mystic Experiences-. ‘’The Yogumsist/iti,

a Sanskrit work, in thirty-two thousand

Holms, or sixty-tour thousand lines, is highly

honoured among Indian Vedantins for its philosophy

and its hints on practical mysticism, as also for literary
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beauty and poetry. The saying about it, among the

Vedantins, is that it is a work of the Siddhmastha, i e ,

for the philosopher-yogi, who, having mastered the

theory, is passing on to the practice of it, while the

other well-known works, even the Gita, the

Upanishctds, and the Brahmasutras, are works of the

Sadkanavasth'd, i. e., for those who are yet trying to

master the theory.” Lala Baijnath, in his Introduction

to the Hindi Translation of Yogavdsistha, writes : ‘‘On

the Vedanta philosophy, there has not, up to this time,

been written any other work, so big, and expounding

the doctrines with so many stories, illustrations and

arguments, as Yogamsistha. All will agree, when it

is said that by the study of this work alone, even the

most passionate and worldly minded will become dis-

passionate and will gradually realise peace within.”

(
Yogammstha Bhdmtika, Vol. II. BKumikd, p. 7), He

further says, “ It. is the crest-jewel of all the works on

the Vedanta, and no aspirant of liberation can afford to

neglect it.” ( Ibid, Vol. I. Hhnmikd, p. 4 ).

The author ol Yogmimstha himself was quite con-

fident, of the uniqueness, greatness, effectiveness and

beauty of his own composition, and has given

expression to his opinion in several places in the work.

Here, arts some of his statements: “ It is a composition

in thirty-two thousand verses containing beautiful
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similes and metaphors (11.17. 6). It is written in

a very intelligible style, ornamented wifli literary

beauties, and full of illustrations in support, of the

doctrines expounded. (
IT. 18. ‘.5:5 ). Having studied,

understood and realised its philosophy, one dot's not

stand in need of any other performance for liberation.

(II. 18. 555 ). Having learnt the met hod of lilxiration

expounded in this work, even a child oomes to realise

the Hell
(
VI b. 21">, fi ). It brings all suilerings to an

end, and gives a unique consolation it) the heart

(II. 10. 0 ). It leads one to the state of highest bliss

which is beyond pleasure and pain ( II. 10. 7 ) He.

who studies it daily comes to realise ( Jod-eonseiousness

( III. 8. Id ), and becomes liberated even while living

this life (
III. 8. 15 ), With the help of this work

one crosses over the. ocean of misery ( l. 2. 14 ). It is.

really a store of wisdom, and oont tins all that is best

anywhere ( III. 8. 1*2 ).”

The greatness, aufhorifaliveness and value of

Yonarasniha art* also evinced irom the influence it has

had in the history of Indian thought. A comparative

study of Y<uj(t Manilla with f akiiapaduia and

t

r

airai///a Satal-r oi Hhartrhari, with the Mautiitkim

kurikaa of (tuudnpnda, with 1 'irvkachudama /i i, J/utr-

aksanahhuii
,
Satinlnki, etc. ut Sahkanicharya, and with

Mautmllasa of Sures waracharyu will dearly reveal the
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influence which Yogamsistha has exercised over these

illustrious thinkers of the Advaita school of thought.

About ten centuries ago, in the first half of the 9th

century A. D., the huge work was summarised into a

Lagku Yogavasistha by Gauda Abhinanda of Kashmir.

Since then it has become very popular and has inspired

many writers on Yoga and Vedanta. Vidyaranya

( Madhavacliarya ), a well-known writer of the first

half of the fourteenth century, must have considered

Yogavasistha as a book of great authority, for he quotes

it very often in his famous and widely read work,

P(mehttd<m, and his JimnmuM-viveka is chiefly based

on it, containing no less than 259 Alohas of it in

support of its own thesis. Yogavasistha has also been

quoted in many other works, some of which are

lihaklisagum of Naraytta Bhatta (
Vido Winternitz:

(iescMchte der indischen Litteratur, Vol. III. p. 449

note ), in I/athagoga-pradrpika ( IV. 15, 22, 29, 56

and 61 ), liaimg'itd {Samadhi, 17, 29, 91, 92, etc.),

Vedfinta-dddunM-multuvali and Vijwmamrita etc.

A carotid st udy of the Minor Ifpanishads will reveal

that a number of them are wholly or partially com-

posed of Alokns selected verbatim from YogvaHs^ha.

(Vide our 1
yaper— ''Yogavasistha and some ofthe Minot'

Upanishads" published in the Princess of Wales

Sarasmti Jihmana Studies, 1993 ). All the six
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chapters of the Mahd Upaniskad, except the first

which is a small introductory chapter in prose, which

contain no less than 535 siokas, all the five chapters

of the Annapurna Upanisad, (337 Alohas ) but the

introductory portion (17 siokas ), the whole of the

Ak&i Upanisad, the main portion of the Muktika

Upanisad, the fourth Chapter of the Varaha

Upanisad, 30 .41okas of the Sannyasu Upanisad, 18

siokas of the &ut}dilya Upanisad, 10 siokas of the

YdjFiavalkya Upanisad, 3 siokas of the Yoga Knnduli

Upanisad and one sloka of the Uuiftgala Upanisad,

are taken verbatim from Yogavasisfha. The section on

Samadhi in the Jabaladursnna Upanisad
,
the whole

of the Tejobindtt i 'panisad, stanzas L to 1 1 of the

fourth section of the Yoyaiikhd Upanisnd, 1 to 0

of the Tripw'atapini Upanisad and 12 to 10 of the

second part of the Suubhdgyalaksml Upanifad,

when compared with Yogavasisfha, clearly reveal its

influence, if not direct borrowing from it, as in the

case of the former group of Upanisads.

All these facts clearly indicate that Yogav&sifthn

is one of the most important works of Indian Philosophy,

and that in the history of Indian thought it has stood on

equal footing with the Upunifod#&od the BhagavadgUh

for the last one thousand years at least.

Yet it is very strange that this important
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has l)ecn very much neglected by ' oriental scholars.

There is, for example, not a single paragraph on the

philosophy of Yogavasistha in the two admirable

volumes of Prof. Kadhakrishnan’s Indian Philosophy.

Prof. Das Gupta has not. even mentioned the name of

Yogavasistha in his • first volume of A History of

Indian Philosophy, where he devotes a long chapter

to the philosophy of Gaudapada and Shankara whose

works were written much later than Yogavasistha.

The learned author, it is gratifying, has, however,

although not at the right place in the “ History of

Indian Philosophy ”, devoted a chapter to the philo-

sophy of Yogavasistha in his Vol. II. There is no men-

tion of the name of Yogavasistha in the otherwise very

excellent Bibliography of Indian Philosophy prepared

by Prof. Vasudeva Abhyankara Hhastri and appended

to the *Varra-tlarsafia-sangraka edited by him and

published in the Bombay Government Oriental (Hindu)

.Series There was hardly any work in any language

dealing with the philosophy ot Yogavasistha in a

systematic., exhaustive and clear manner, from which a

modern reader could have', an exact idea of it, before

the throe small works of the present writer

—

Yoga-

vasistha wad Its Philosophy, Yogavasistha and

Modern Thought and Vasist.ha Darsanam appeared

recently.

2
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It is due to this paucity of literature on Yor/a-

rilsistka that there prevail* a great deal of ignorance

and also of misunderstanding about the nature ot the

work. Dr. Wiuternitz, I)r. Fan piliar and Prof. Hadha-

krishnan
( Vide (irschir.hte drr imUse-hen Lifteratar,

Vol III. p. 44.3; An Outline 0/ llditjiou* Litmtlnre of

India p. ‘428
; and Indian Philosophy, Vol. II. p. 4,"»2

lootnote) have all regarded Yooiirasistjia as a “religious

(sectarian) work ” as differentiated from philosophical.

This view will be exploded after a careful studv ot the

work. It. is a purely philosophical work, written in

a popular but literary style. It is 111 no way interior to

many works which are u-imlly .accepted philo-

sophical by the students of Indian Thought.



Chapter II.

The Probable date of Composition

of Yogavasistha.

The tradition about Yogavasistha is that it was

composed by Valmiki, the reputed author of the

Ramayana. But there are obvious difficulties in

accepting this view about the current Yogavasistha.

There is a close resemblance between the philosophy

of this work and that oftheMadhyamikaand Yogachara

schools of Buddhism. There is also a mention of the

names of “Vijnana-vada” “Sunya-vada” and “Madhy-

amika” etc. in the work
(
Y. 87. 18-20; III. 5. 6. ),

This cannot be explaind away as a mere interpolation,

as the philosophy of the work would not remain what

it is without the admixture of idealism and nihilism

of the. later Buddhism in it. The present work,

Yogarnsistka, could not, therefore, have been composed

earlier than the close of the fifth century A. D.

This conjecture is strengthened by the presence of

the idea of a “Cloud-messenger” in VI. b. 119. 2-5

of Yngarusistha, where the famous lyric of Kalidasa

is beautifully summarised in throe stanzas which

contain some of tin 1
, expressions of Kalidasa. The

first- chapter of the current Yogavasistha also indicates

that this work is the outcome of many recensions of
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an earlier work of Valmiki, which may be the nucleus

of it, but which is very difficult to identify now. From

the Anusasana Parva of the MahfthkfiruUi, indeed,

it appears that there did exist some work containing

the views of Vasistha which he had learnt from Brahma

( Compare MB, Ann, VI. .5-9 with YV, II, 10 ).

The few modern scholars who have written any-

thing about the date of Yogarmistha . have placed

it at a very late date. Dr. >1, Farquhar thinks that, it

Was composed in the 10th or the 14th century

(
Religious Literature of India p. 22K); Prof. Shiva

Prasad Bhat.tacharya thinks that it was composed in the

10th to 12fh centuries. (
The Proceedings nf the

'Madras Oriental Conference
, p. 534 ). Such a view

cannot bo accepted for the following reasons *

1. By the time of Yidyaranya (early 14th century)

the work had become an authority. Ho quotes it

at many places in Paiickadah and his Jimnmukti-

viveka is mainly based on it. Prof. Bhattacharya

seems to lie ignorant of this fact, for be says, "No

writer or scholiast on ’ Indian philosophy earlier than

Vijnanabhikshu seems to use it as an authority

( The Proceedings of the Madras Oriental Conference,

p, 549 ).

2. By the middle of the 9th century, the huge

work, Yogmasiftha, consisting of about 82000 stanzas,
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was summarised into a Laghu Yogavdsistha -or

Yogavdsisthasdra of some 6000 stanzas by Gauda Abhi-

nanda of Kashmir. This Get is accepted by Dr. Keith

( Catalogue, Bodlein Library, MS 840 ) and by Dr.

Winternitz
(
Geschichte der indischen Litteratur, Vol.

III. 444 ). Manuscripts of this work are found in all

important libraries. It was published by the Niranaya-

sagn.r Dress, Bombay, in 1887. Prof. Bhattacharya

was not aware of this fact oven, when he wrote, “The

Lag/m Yogavdsistha or 1lokshopayaslira which pre-

supposes the bigger work is a work in 92 verses by

a Bengali writer named Abhinanda . ...who is

thus to be distinguished from the famous Gauda

Abhinanda of Kashmir ” (
The Proceedings of the

Madras Oriental (’onference, p. f>53 foot-note ).

1 )r, Winternitz has argued: “There is an abbreviated

edition, Yogav'dsistha-sUra of Gauda Abhinanda

who lived in the middle of the 9th century. The

Yogavasistha must be older. As Sankara does not

mention the work, it is probably written by one of his

contemporaries’’ ( Tr. G. I. L., Vol. Ill, p. 444 ).

There seems to be no strength in this argument, and this

view fails to see how it could be possible for such a huge

work to have been composed, become famous, studied

and summarised within a few decades, in the age of

manuscript publication and slow communication, bet-



ween the times of Sankara
(
820 A. D. ) and Gauda-

pada ( “About the middle of the 9th century”—

Konow: Karpuramanjari, HOB, Vol, IV, p. 197 ).

Prof. Bhattaeharya has argued: “The reference to

the school of Vedanta philosophy as the “Vednntins”

or “Vedantavadins” would take ns to the time of the

great Sankaracharya” (The Precedingb, p. 552/ The

woxtl “Vedanta*' is very old. It occurs in the Muvdnka

(III 2. 6) and the firetmzatara (IV. 22) Upmmkads.

There is sufficient, indication in the Mmjdvkya-kurikds

( II. 31 ) of Gaudapada that there did exist, even long

before Sankara thinkers who exjxmndcd the philosophy

of the Vedanta. There is no reason why they should

not have been called “V©lan tins” or “Vedantavadins”.

On the other hand, there arc some grounds to hold

that Yogawsistfia is prior to Sankara: 1. It is a work

on Advaita philosophy, yet the technical terms of

Sankara, that have been used by all the post-Sankara

writers on the Advaita philosophy, are quite unknown

to the author of Yogav&si^ha ( Vide our Yogavb-

sistha and Its Philosophy, p 12 ). 2 There is too much

of admixture of Buddhist ideas in the thought of this

work to be tolerated by a posUSahkara Vediintist.

3. The philosophy of Yogatfrsiftha is in a nebulous

form; it lacks in the fixed and clear out concepts oi
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Sankara and his followers. 4. The author of Yogava-

sistka does not defend his philosophical position by

arguments or by quoting the scriptures, nor does he

criticise others, but the tendency of Sankara and his

followers was quite opposed to this. 5. From the

time ol Gaudapada and Sankara, the Sruti has been

regarded as the supreme and unquestionable source of

t he doctrines of Vedanta, but wo do not find this

tendency or tenet, in YogmasistJia. For Vasistha In-

tuition is the ultimate source of all knowledge (III. 42.

1.5; III. 19. 1.(5 ), and he would accept the “reasonable”

statement of even a child and would reject the “un-

reasonable” statement, of even the Creator ( Brahma )

( II. 18. 8 ). (5. A. careful and comparative study of the

poetic,al works of Sankara, namely, Vivekachmlumani,

Aparokmtwbfmti, and Sata'doki etc. with Yogvasistha,

clearly reveals that Sankara was not only influenced

by Yoyuwwist/ia, but imbibed its philosophy thoroughly

and comport'd many verses which arc almost identcal

with the Alohas of Yoyarumtka. We have been able

to collect, more than a hundred^ such Slokas (
vide our

Yogaraaist/ia atul fts IViilosoph//, p. 12 12). Of the two,

Yogacashi/ia cannot, be regarded as the borrower, as

the technical terms of Sankara arc conspicuous by their

absence in it.

A study of the lutrikits of Gaudapada clearly re-
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veals that the Advaitas philosophy that existed before

the advent of Sankara was more akin to the philosophy

of Yogavasistha than to that of Sankara and his

followers. There is much that is common between the

thought of Yogavasistha and of the Kiirikm ( vide our

paper “Gaudapilda and Vasi$tha»’ in the Proceedings

of the Indian Philosophical Congress, Bombay). Now,

of the two, we regard ) 'ogavdsisfha, as t he earlier for

the following reasons. 1. Uaudapiula refers to an earlier

school of thinkers whom he calls '•
i 'eduntesu ticha-

hsnak” ( II. 31 ), “tattvaviduh” ( II. 34 ),
“bnddhah''

( IV. 88 ) and
“nttyakiih *» (IV. 08). Thu views reffered

to them are strikingly similiar to those of Yoyardsisfha.

2. The Kitribas are not an independent treatise on

the Advaita philosophy. They are a sort of commen-

tary on the Maudubya Upanishad in accordance wit ha

particular school of thought. On the other hand,

Yogavasistha gives us a philosophy which Vasi§tlta is

said to have directly learnt from the the Creator and

verified in his own experience.
(
V. II. 10 ). 3. Thu

Kiirikas represent a later phase of the Advaita school of

thought, when it had become critical, hostile and [k)1o-

mical towards other schools of thought, whereas Yoga-

waift/ia represents the earlier phase, when it exited in

harmony with it sister philosophies, looking at them

from a higher point of view of harmony and synthesis
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( VIb. 38.4; III. 96. 49-53; VI b. 130. 2; V. 87.

18-20 ). In this respect Yogavdsistha is nearer to the

Upanishads and the Bhagvadgitd than the Kdrikds

and the works of Sankara and his followers are.

With reference to this spirit of the work, Prof.

Bhattacharya has remarked, “The nature of the ideal

and the temperament could not be thought in

Buddhist India before the day of the Pala kings of

Bengal” ( The Proceedings of the Madras Oriental

Conference, p. 551 ). A study of Bana’s Harsachartta,

however, will convince the reader that in the first

half of the 7t,h century, such a mentality was an

actuality in the Madhyadesa (now known as the

United Provinces ). We have simply to recall what

I larsa saw at the hermitage of Divakara Mitra, where

the followers of all faiths were living in mutual love

and regard. We have no need of going to the reign

of the Pala kings of Bengal.

There is also a positivo evidence to tire effect that

a philosophy like t hat of Yogavdsisfha did exist in

India before the time of Sankara and Gaudapiida. It

is oudent from two verses (III. 47 and VI. 4 )
of

Hhavabhuf i’s Uttara-Ramcharita and from the works

of Bhartrhari

—

Vahjapadiya and Vairdgyasataka. The

term “vivaria” used by Bhavabhuti is found neither

in the Upanishads nor in the Ilhagavadgitd, Gauda-

3
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pack has not used it. Bhavabhuti could not have

learnt it from Saftkara who came after him. It is a

term used in Yogavasistha and in Vakyapadiya of

Bhartrhari The similes used by Bhavabhuti in

connection with t he idea of “vivaria” are profusely

used in Yogavasistha. There seems to be no reason

why Yogavasistha could not have existed before

Bhavabhilti.

This belief is very much strengthened by a

comparative study of Yojav'tisistka with Vdkyapadiya

and Vairagya'mtaka of Blmrtrhari. There are some

verses common to them ( Vide our Yogavasistha and

Its Philosophy, p. 16 footnote). The main reason why

vve hold that Yogatmistha is prior to Bhartrhari

is that the doctrine of “Salxla Brahma’* which is the

main theme of Bhartrhari's Vdkyapadiya is unknown

to Yogavasistha. It is a doctrine which should have

Ijeen mentioned in Yogavdsistha at many places, had

its author been acquainted with it. Bhartrhari is

believed by modern writers to have died in 0T>Q A. I),

Yogavasistha must have existed before him. It has

already been said that it must have been composed

after the time of Killidasa, Hence we may place it

after Kftlidilsa and l»fore Bhartrhari, i. o, somewhere

in the 6th century A, D,

This view 'of burs has been accepted by some of

the greatest Orientalist* Dr. Keith writes in a
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letter, “ It seems clear that you have proved it before

.Sankara’s date, and there seems to be a good case for

placing it before Bhartphari.” Dr. Winternitz writes,

“The arguments for your date .of Yogavasistha are

certainly deserving of most earnest consideration and

I shall have to return to them for the English version

of Yol. Ill of my History of Indian Literature

I >r. Schroder writes, “ I am inclined to congratulate

you on your having proved that Yogvdsistha is earlier

than Sankara and possibly even Gaudapada.” Dr.

Stsohertratsky writes, “ Prof. Atreya has brought the

problem very near to its final solution.”



Chapter III

ft brief outline of the Philosophy

of Yogavasistha.

Tho author of Yoi/arusistfia presents to us the

doctrines that Ramachandra, the hero oft he Uama-

yana, is supposed to have been taught by his piveeptor,

Vasistha. Ramaclumdra, while still a boy, begins to

reflect on the- nature of things and finds them unsatis-

factory, irrational, transitary and illusory. As a con-

sequence, he is overpowered by pessimism. Uama'V

father having been informed of his son’s mental con-

dition, calls him in the presence of Yasi.d ha before

whom Raniehandra gives vent to his thoughts and

feelings thus :

—

What use is there of our living here when we are

all born to die '( Life is momentary and lastly passes

away. It is a dull in the bauds of death. Our mind

is so restless that it. never finds lasting repose

in anything. Our desires are insatiate and always

jump from one object to another. The body is an

abode of disease and sufl'ering. Childhood is beset,

with want of strength and wisdom. With, in it sell

evanescent, makes our minds polluted. In youth we

become slaves to the beauty of women, which appears

charming only for a shortwhile, but soon turns out
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•destructive of health and happiness. There is none

whom old age does not overcome. Our existence is

a mere mockery. Our enjoyments are the source

of our otra pain, and otir desires and ambitions

allure us to our ruin. Otir own senses are our enemy.

The splendotir of all objects is ephemeral. Thus there

is nothing in life in which a sensible man can find

solace. ‘T, therefore, want to know if there is any

state of existence attainable, which is above the

Sufferings and sorrows of life.”

Having heard all this, Vasistha began by telling

Ramchandi*a that true and lasting happiness which

every man seeks for does not reside in the things of the

earth. Objects of our enjoyment appear to be pleasant

only when we have a desire for them. But there is a

real pleasure, joy or happiness which is felt when

there is no desire for any object ib our mind ;
it is the

abiding bliss belonging to the very nature of

our Self, for which we have to go nowhere out-

side. It is on account of the ignorance of the Self

and consequently of the false knowledge of the world

that we suffer front all sorts of pain. But there is a

way out of this wrong vision, and it consists in the

right investigation into the nature of the Self and

the world.

Before one starts to acquire anything, one must be

•convinced of the fact that the sole determining factor
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in any achievement is one’s own. exert ion. Those who

vainly depend upon fate for netting the desired objects

and so neglect, self-effort, are. their own enemy. They

depend upon a thing which neither exists nor does

anything.
.
For tide is a nonentity. < >ur fate is nothing

but the inevitable consequence of our own already

accomplished efforts. Actions performed by us in the

former life determine our destiny in the next. So, tin 1

so called fate can be ea-ily overcome by our present

effort#* For, of the two influence^ the present b

naturally superior to the past, became the past hn>

already been determined, but the present i> still

under our control.

Then; are four preliminary requirements which a

man desirous of knowing the Sell should have in order

that he may easily succeed in his efforts, namely. Con-

tentment, Peace of Mind, Association with the VYi-e

and ltational Investigation. Of these, tlu* lad idlin’

most important. For, by' no other way, does one

directly come to the knowledge of the truth than

through One’s own thinking and experience. Intact,

there is no othor moans ot knowing the Sell than our

own intuition, without which we can have no concep-

tion of it.

The fact of knowledge, according to Vnsistha, pres-

supposes that behind the variety and plurality of objects
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perceived in the world, there is an all-embracing Unity.

All relations presuppose some identity behind the rela-

ted things.
;And .knowledge, specially, can hare as its

object only that which is homogeneous with it in nature.

Consequently, , all objects along' with the - perceiving

subjects, are modifications of an all-inclusive Conscious-

ness, Brahman.

The objective world is a manifestation of mind. It

is a system of ideas, a display of mentation. Everything

is a creature of mind as the dream-objects are. It is

evident from the fact that the yogis do hot experience

anything at all when they bring their mind to rest.

Time is a relation of succession of one idea after another.

It is also a product of mind’s imagination, ahd is rela-

tive to the how of ideas. Space is also a relation of

eo-existenee of ideas, and so, is, relative to the activity

of the mind. The stability, fixity and regular order of

the world arc also, like those of- the dream-world, due

to the marginal activity of the mind. ,

On this view, there is little or no difference between

the real (waking) world and .the, world of dream, with

regard to the quality of their contents. Both are alike

in nature, and as long as each lasts, it gives' us the same

sense of reality and stability as the other.

Faery individual knows and perceives what is within

his own mind. Tfo mind perceives,aught but its own
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ideas. So the world-appearance has arisen in every

mind individually; and every mind has the power to

manufacture and change its own world. But Yasistha

is not a mere subjective idealist. lie admits the plu-

rality of minds and also a common world of experience,

which in its original form is an ideal construction in

the Cosmic Mind which ho calls Brahma. Both these

views are reconciled by him thus: The ideas manu-

factured in the mind of Brahma are. the common objects

of experience to us all, although in our own minds they

enter as our own ideas. And every mind, being the

manifestation of the same Cosmic Mind, is capable of

representing within itself other individual Minds also

as ideas within itself. The common ideas of ns all

give us the appearance of a common world.

There is Another very interesting aspect of Vasist ha’s

idealism, namely, that there are worlds within worlds

ad infinitum. Whatever is thought of by the mind, fie it

cosmic or individual, becomes, in its own turn, a centre

of imaginative activity, i. e,, a mind, the creator of its

own objective workl. In every universe, thus, are

contained millions of' other worlds, and this process

goes on ad infinitum.

All the objective worlds arc not, however, of the

same nature and content* Some of them are probal ily

entirely similar, some partially similar, and others are
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quite different from one another. But every world-

evolution is followed by an involution. The evolution

of an objective world within a mind proceeds in the

same way as in a dream. The dynamic force behind

the manifestation of all objects in the world is Desire.

Imagination actuated by a desire assumes the forms of

Objects ofenjoyment, on the one hand, and of the sense-

organs and the body on the other. Involution of a

world experience sets in when the desire to enjoy

objects ceases to operate.

This standpoint of idealism saves us from many false

conceptions regarding our life. Death is one of them

In death there is nothing really to be afraid of. Even

if death could bring about the total dissolution

of a person, it would be a desirable constimatioUj

for, in that case, death would mean the cessation of

all sorrows and sufferings. But, in reality, such a

total extinction of the personality does not occur.

Souls bound to their desires are led from One body to

another in endless succession, and death is only a

change of experience. A body being dead, the vital

airs ( pranas ) leave it and float in the atmospheric

air, with the seeds of desises that have yet to fructify

within them. Them, having recovered from the state

Of insensibility produced by death, after some time, the

minds of the dead begin to experience Various kinds of

4
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other worlds in accordance with their respective desires,

beliefs and merits. Having enjoyed the bliss o( heaven

or the torments of hell, deserved by them, they are

again attracted to this world on account of their

previous htrmas and unfulfilled desires. It is only

those persons who have realized their identity witli the

Absolute Reality and have beeome liberated in their

life that, having given up their physical body, do not

undergo any further experienee of the world, beeausr

all their desires having been given up, tluu have no

desires to fructify. After the death ot their physical

bodies, they attain the state of .Nirvana, which means

the total extinction of separated individual existence.

They merge in Brahman, the Absolute Reality, which

is the Self ofus all, I )eath thus does not mean the total

extinction of everything within us It is uulv the

dissolution of the physical body that is brought about

by death. Death is a change in our world-experience

due to our desires. It is also possible, according to

Vasistha, for us to conquer death to a great extent.

Death does not easily approach those who keep them-

selves aboio sorrows, cares and anxieties : who are not.

slaves to their changing moods and passion*. Those

who are pure in heart and character can live as long

as they like.

As minds, we have got a tremendous purer at our

command. Whatever the mind thinks of and la-lieves
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intensely conies to happen. The mind is the seed of the

world and the nave of the wheel of life. Creation and

dissolution are the rising and setting of its activities.'

Every individual mind is the master of its destiny and'

the maker of its body and circumstances. There is no-

other agency but our own mind that gives us our desired

objects. The Mind creates the body from its own

imagination,- and can change the form of the body by

its own intense and repeated imagination. It can cure

all the physical ailments of the body by its - harmonious

and healthy thoughts, because all physical disorders have

their origin in mental disorder, according to Yasistha.

It is in the power of every one ,to continue well and

young as long as one wills to do so. For, whatever

the mind determines to experience no other, -agency

can withstand. Bondage and freedom are also the

states of mind and are determined by it. Bondage or

suffering is due to our wrong belief that we are finite

beings. Freedom from ignorance and wrong belief^

and the conviction of our being one with the Absolute

Reality constitute liberation. The Kingdom of

Heaven and tho Home of Happiness are within
; us.

The moment we attain the peace of mind, tho entire

universe is changed for us.

It is one; and the same mind that assumes various

forms and is called by various names on account of
. its

different functions. It is called bnddhi ( intellect ),
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when' it knows something definitely ; ahahkara (ego),

when it assumes for itself a distinct individual exis-

tence ; chitta, when it displays fickleness ; karma

( activity ), when it is moved towards a desired end ;

kalpana (imagination), when it thinks of some

desired object
;
rasana ( desire

)
when it, longs for

some object
;
indrigas

(
sense-organs), when it reveals

external objects to the Self; and prakrti (matter),

because it creates objects out of itself. In fact

everything that we know, is, according to Vnsistfia, a

form of mind.

We have already noted that, there are innumerable

minds. They all have their origin in the Cosmic Mind.

The latter has its origin in the Absolute Consciousness.

From the Absolute Reality, which is like a ('aim ocean,

the Brahma (Cosmic Mind) spring up like a wave. The

rise of the Cosmic Mind in the Absolute ( ’onsciousness

is not due to any external agency, is not determined

by any previous karma#, and is not dm* to any purpose

to be achieved. The Creative activity which manifests

itself in the Cosmic Mind is inherent in the Absolute

Reality. It works quite spontaneously. Before the

rise of the Cosmic Mind the law of karma does not

operate, according to Vasistha. Kverv creation is a

new* creation. The. law ot karma, however, In-gins to

bind an individual the very moment he logins to live

A life of sej/ftration and distinction from the reality as a
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Whole. But, however an individual may think himself

to be separate from the Absolute, he is in reality ever

identical with It, for he is a manifestation of Its

Creative Power.

The Absolete and Its Creative Power, again, are

not two realities. The Creative Power of the Absolute

is ever identical with the Absolute. When the Power

is active, it may falsely assume a separate reality for

itself, but when it turns back to its Source, it merges

therein and becomes undifferentiated. In that case

the creation comes to an end.

It is very difficult to say anything about the

essential nature of the Absolute. It is above all our

concepts and categories which hold good in our

experience. We cannot, for example, say whether

the Absolute Reality is one or many
;
self or not-self;

spirit or matter
;
conscious or unconscious. All that

can be said about the Absolute, by those who have not

yet directly realised It, is that It is the all-embracing

and all-powerful .Reality which manifests Itself in all

things. It. is the subtlest of the subtle and the

grossest, of the gross. It is that from which all things

arise, that in which all things exist, and that to which

all things return. It is the ultimate Self of us all.

The test of reality is eternal persistence. That

which has a beginning or an end cannot be said to be
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real. Nothing in the world is absolutely real according

t,o this test of reality, for everything comes into

existence and goes out of it. The Absolute alone is

real. The world is only an appearance, a phenomenon.

It is real only relatively to the indivi iual who experiences

it. and for the time when it is being oxperie not'd. It

is like a dream or a mirage.

In Itself, the. Absolute Reality is above all changes,

divisions, ditferentia lions and relations. All these

things arc relative and fall within the Absolute. Rut

the Absolute in Itself is free trom them. It is dh-

t inet ionless, homogeneous Reality, which is Conscious-

ness and Bliss through and through. For the Absolute

as such, there is no creation, no destruction ;
no

bondage or freedom ,• no change; no evolution or

involution. All these things art' rehtively real, but

quite, unreal from the point of view of the Absolute.

To realist; the Absolute standpoint is the ideal for

those who want, to be fret! from the. miseries of life and

death. The only method of realising the AIm.IuIi* stand-

point. is to know the Truth, and to live accordingly.

This experience does not dawn upon any one through

merely t he grace of any god or teacher. No god or tea-

cher can router liberation on one who is not disciplined

through his, own right thinking. No renunciation of

unv kind of actions is required for the purpose. Know-

ledge is the only requisite for Migration.
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But knowledge should not remain a mere belief;

it should become a living experience. This can be

done through constant practice (abhyasa) in Yoga.

Yoga in Yogavasistha means the method of freeing one-

self from the misery of life and death. It consists in

Brahma-bhftvanti—imagining oneself to be identical

with the Absolute, Manolaya—merging the mind in

the Absolute and Prana-nirodha—stopping the activity

<>f the vital airs. Any one of them or all these methods

maybe practised by the aspirant to realise the Ab-

solute point of view and conesequently to free oneself

from the sufferings of individuality and finitude.

The completion of this Yoga of Self-realisation

requires prolonged effort on the part of- the aspirant.

Several stages—seven according to Yogamsistha—may

be marked on the progressive path of the realisation of

t ho Absolute Experience by an individual. The first of

them is &ubhec,hchh<i—the dawn of the desire to be

liberated; the second is Vichdranu—investigation into

the nature of reality; the third is Tanumanasii —puri-

fication ( lit. thinness
)

of the mind; the fourth is

Sattrupatti — realisation of the pure Being ( of the Self

within); the fifth is Ammkti—rising above attachment

to objects: the sixth is Padurth'dbhuvana—realisation

of the unreality or non-existence of the objects in the

Absolute; and the seventh is the Tury'a (the fourth

state of Experience)—realisation of the;Absolute Ex-
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perieace which is so unique that It cannot be given the

name of waking, dream or sleep. Having realised this

experience, one becomes liberated.

The person who has become liberated and is yet

living in this world is called a Jltanmukta—He or she

(for women too according to Yogavasinha can be libe-

rated) is the happiest person on the earth. The jivan-

mukta is neither delighted in prosperity nor dejected

in distress. Outwardly discharging all the duties of life,

he is free within. He is free from the Ixmda of caste and

creed, and is polite and friendly to all alike. He is busy

with the affairs of life, but is free from desires. Ho has

nothing to attain, nor has he anything to give up. He

enjoys solitude even in the midst of worldly activities,

and is always above the twrmoite of life.

Such is in brief the philosophy of Vasi$tha taught

to Rama in Yogavasiflha. Our Vasistha-darfytnam is a

detailed and systematic presentation of it in the langu-

age of the author himself.



Chapter IV

The Stories of Yogavasistha

The way in which the author of Yogavasistha

tries to impress his doctrines on the mind of his

readers is first to enunciate them with appropriate

similes and metaphors, and then to relate a story

by way of illustration. There are no less than

55 such illustrative stories in the work. Some of these

stories arc mere epic similes or small allegories,

while others are really interesting stories. The main

dialogue of Yasistha and Rama itself is presented in

the form of an illustrative story in the present scheme

of the work. With regard to many of the stories, it is

very dillieult to say whether there is any historical

truth in them. It is very likely that most of them

arc the creation of the author’s own imagination. Here

we propose to have a bird’s eye-view of all the stories

of Yogavasistha in the order in which they occur in

the work.

The Story of the Yairagya Prakarana.

/. Tim Mon/ of the recensions of Yogavasistha.

Then; was a Brahmana Sutiksna by name. There

arose a doubt in his mind as to whether performance;

of one’s duties or pursuit of knowledge was the way to
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liberation. To solve this problem, he approached

Agasti. The latter, having answered his question, told

him the following story: Once Agnivesya saw his son

sitting idle with a doubt in his mind as to whether action

or its renunciation led one to mok?a, In order to show

him the right path he told his son the following story.

Once a fairy, named Suruchi, while sitting on one of

the peaks of the Himalayas, happened to see a mess-

enger of Indra passing along that way. She asked him

where he was coming from. In reply, the messenger

told her that he was coming from the hermitage of the

sage Valmiki, where he had escorted, by the order of his

master Indra, a king, Arigtuncmi who was desirous of

knowing the way of attaining liberation. The sage Val-

miki, the messenger continued, recited to the king an

old composition of his own, in which ho had recorded

the teachings of Vaxi.?tha to his pupil, prince llama

-

ehandra of Ayodhyii, and which was, immediately after

its composition, recited by him to Bhamdwaja. The

messenger repeated to the fairy ail tlrnt the sage had

taught to the king.

The Stories of the Mumaksu Prakarana

2. The story of &uka, the ton of Vyata :

—

This story is told to illustrate the character of a

true aspirant
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Once Suka, the son of the great Vyasa, becomes

desirous of knowing the Truth and approaches his

father. The latter asks him to see .the king Janaka.

He accordingly goes to the city of Janaka and gives

notice of his arrival at the gate of the palace. The

king gets the information, but wishing to test the

mentality of his guest, does not receive him until the

seventh day. Suka does not at all mind the apparent

disregard and remains standing at the gate with a

balanced mind. On the eighth day the king welcomes

Suka very warmly and lodges him in his own harem

which is full of captivating damsels. They attend upon

the guest by the order of the king and feed him on very

tasteful and sumptuous meals. In the midst ol all

these circumstances, however, the young sage remains

unmoved at heart, and does not at all tail a prey to

the temptation and attachment of worldly pleasures,

but persists in his intense desire to know the Truth,

which the king, having sufficiently tested his fitness,

gladly teaches him.

The story of Jirahmws teaching to Vasisthcr.

—

When Brahma had created the world, he fore-

thought. that thore would be pain and suffering in

it. as a result of ignorance, lie, therefore, wanted

l.o creat e some remedy for the evil that would arise

out of the ignorance of the creatures. He meditated,
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and by his creative imagination broitgiit forth \ asistha.

whom he taught the {Science of Peace and deputed

to India to teach it to the fit and needy.

The stories of the Utpatti Prakrana.

The story of Akasaja :

—

This story illustrates that Brahma P beyond the

clutches of death.

There was a Brahma na named Akasaja, The Lord

of Death often wished to destroy him. but proved

unsuccessful in his attempt". The reason was that,

he could find no kannas that bound the Erahnmna,

It is due to such karmas alone that one falls a prey

to death.

The story <f Lila:—

It is one of the most interesting stories of the

work. It is told to illustrate the ultimate ideality

of the universe, the nature of deaf h and after-death

experience, relativity of time and >paee. t*\Bten<-e

of worlds within worlds. t.he power of «|csir<*

and thought, and equality of man and woman in

acquiring supernatural jsswers

In la is the wife of a king Bndtua. She is very

intensely devoted to her Imsbind. Being anxious

to keep her husband alive lor ever, she enquires of t he
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priests of her court whether there is any method by

which her husband can be made immortal, and

learns from them that it is impossible. She then

propitiates Saraswati ( the goddess of learning ) and

gets a boon through her that if her husband would

ever die, his soul should never go out of her own

room. The goddess was very much pleased with her

devotion, and promised to manifest herself whenever and

wherever she would require her. In the course of time

Padma dies. Lila is left in intense mourning. A voice

from the void, however, assures her that the soul of the

king is within the room where he died, and advises her

to preserve the corpse until the departed soul vivifies

it again after some time. Lila is very much surprised

and remembers the goddess who, according to her

promise, instantaneously appears before her, Lila

implores the goddess to show her the present ex-

periences of the deceased king in his new world. For

the purpose of enabling her to see the other worlds,

the goddess teaches Lila the existence of various

planes, penetrating one another and existing quite

unporccived by the inhabitants of other planes. She

touches her also the method of seeing and visiting the

various worlds interpenetrating our world, and takes

her to the present world of her husband’s experience,

where he is seen as a young king of sixteen years ruling

over a mighty kingdom. Lila becomes wonder-struck.
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But Saraswati makes her niore so, by tolling her the

story of her and her husband's previous existence thus:

In a small hut in another world, there lived a

brahmana named Vasi?t ha, with his wile Arundhatt,

who got also a similar boon to keep the >oul of her

husband confined within her hut after his death. ( )nr

day, after having witnessed a pompous procession of a

king and wishing to be born a king, the poor brahmana

died. His wife, being unable to bear the pang' ot

separation from her husband.burnt- hefsclf with the

body of her husband. Saraswati told l ala that all fhi'

had happened only a week ago. and that the brahman

pair was born as the king 1‘ndma and his wife 1 ala in

the world where he died after having lived a long lift'

leaving Lila alone, lata does not believe this story.

The goddess, to convince lain of the fhet, take' her to

that, world anti makes her verily the fact from a son

of the deceased pair. Through meditation now lain

remembers all her previous births since her origin from

tiro Creator, both Lila and Saraswati now return to

the present world of the king who i' now called

Viduratha, and find him in his 70th year. Hi' present

wife is also called Lila. (Let m rail her Jala 11 ).

They manifest themselves before the king in hi'

private apartment and mysteriously remind him of his

previous existence as badma. He entertains a de-ire

to be badma again. Jala II propitiates Saraswati to
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confer a boon upoh her to be her husband’s 'Wife in his

next life also. After some time there arises a war in

which the king Yiduratha is killed. His soul, which

was present throughout in the room where the corpse

of Padma was lying, now re-enters the dead body and

lo 1 it rises again as the king Padma, and finds standing

before him his two wives, namely, Lila I and Lila II,

with whom he lives happily for a long time again in

the wor’ld where he died some time ago.

0. The stoj'y ofKarkati :

—

This story illustrates that there is fear or danger

in this world only for the ignorant, but the wise . who

can solve the riddle of the universe and knows the

true nature of the Reality bohind it, is free from

all dangers.

There was a huge and gluttonous cannibal-woman

named Karkati in a northern valley of the Himalayas.

She found much difficulty in appeasing her hunger on

account of her abnormal size. She, therefore, under-

went penances and through the boon of Brahma got

herself reduced to the size of a needle ( pin ). There-

after she was called Visuchika (suehi =neodlo). After

some time she repents of her action, for with this

minute size she could enjoy only a little drop of the

blood oi her prey. Through another course of penance

she got her former size back, but on the condition that
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she should prey upon the ignorant alone. In order

that she may be able to distinguish between the

wise and the ignorant, to kill the latter and to

spare the former, she formed a set of questions which

she put to all whom she came across. Once a Kirata

( some forest tribe ) king of the vicinity happened

to be seen by her in a forest. The cannibal-'woman

put the questions to him and, to her surprise, he

replied to all of them quite satisfactorily, as he was a

wise man. She Jet him alone. As advised by the king,

she gives up her huge, and ugly form and .assumes a

charming and handsome appearance. The king now

allows her to stay in his own palace. There, she was

fed on the bodies of t he criminals and outlaws of the

state and lived quite peacefully.

The story of the sons of lndu\

—

This story illustrates the creative power of Thought.

Near the Kailasa mountain there lived a Brahmana.

named Indu. On his death, his ten sons met together

to think out the best way to commemorate the death

of their beloved father.
‘ They decided that every one

of them should become a creator of a world by oxer

cising the creative power ot his thought. All of them

sat in meditation, and through the force of their

imagination and aflimuitiou, they actually evoked

into ten creators of leu world-systems.
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8. The story of Indra andAhalya:

—

This story illustrates how pleasure and pain depend

on the determination and attitude of the mind, and

to what extent the body becomes anaesthetic to all

external tortures if the mind is strongly attached

to and fixed on something else. It also illustrates

that the determination of the mind is a proof against

all external coercion.

In the province of Magadha there lived a king

named Indradyumna. He had an exceedingly beautiful

wife, Ahalya. She fell in love with a man, Indra

who was young and very handsome. He lived in the

same town and loved her very much in return. As

soon as the king came to know of their love, he began

to dissuade her. But she was mad after her lover

Indra, and preferred to undergo all sorts of tortures

to abandoning her love. The king, then, punished

them l)oth in the severest ways possible. But the

mutually loving pair remained unmindful of all the

pains that their bodies had to undergo, for their minds

were so deeply set on each other that they did not

feel bodily pain at all. The king ultimately banished

them out and tliey continued to live together, not in

t hat life only, but also in many others that followed.

The story ofMind:

—

It is an allegory showing the self-torturing nature

of the mind.
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The mind is represented in this story by a mad

man having a thousand hands and eyes, and beating

himself in frenzy with a thousand lashes. He wanders

in a dense forest without any aim or goal.

in. The story of the three unborn children:—

This story is told to illustrate the absolute unreality

of the world.

A mother oneo told the following story to her

child. In a city which never existed, there lived three

princes, two of whom were never !x>rn and the third

never entered the womb of any mother. They once

went out and took thoir bath in three rivers, two of

which were already dried up and the third never had

any water at all. There they stayed in three houses,

two of which never existed and the third was not yet

built. Then they invited throe guests, two of whom

had no mouth and the third no stomach. The story

goes on in this way.

11. The story of a Magician’,—

This story is told to illustrate the theory that

events which took several years to occur in a parti*

ouiar time-space order, can be identically represented

in any mind’s experience within a few moments. It

illustrates ideality and relativity of all things, time

and space.
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In the Uttara-Pandava country there lived a king

named Lavana. Once a magician came to his court

and got permission ' from him to show his wonderful

powers. He began by waving his bunch of peacock

feathers before the king, and in a moment the king

was hypnotised. Within a few moments of his

hypnosis the king experienced the following long series

of events: A very fine horse is sent to him as a present

by some feudatory chief. He rides the horse which

goes out of control and runs with him to a very distant,

forest. The king, feeling very much troubled by him,,

wishes to get rid of him, and so he catches hold of a

branch of a tree under which the horse happened to

pass. The horse runs away, leaving the king alone

wandering in the forest. While he is feeling very

hungry and extremely thirsty, a Chandala girl is seen

by him carrying some food for her father who was

working in a field nearby. The king requests her to

give him a portion of it She feeds him only on his

promise of becoming her husband, and takes him

to her father with whose consent she marries him.

The king lives like a Chandala in the Chandala family

and brotherhood, eating and enjoying all sorts of filthy

things, lie brings forth a number of children and

lives up to a pretty long age. Once, unfortunately there

occurs a terrible famine iu t.ho country, and in spite

of his best efforts, he is unable to maintain his big
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family, and so he commits suicide by throwing himself

into fire. Immediately he wakes up from his hypnotic

trance and limit*, himself in his original state as king

Lavana. He is very much surprised, and wishing to

know whether there was any reality behind his trance*

experience, he starts to visit the place* in the Vimihya

hills which was the scene of his experiences as a

Chanda la. To his great- surprise, lift could ident ify

all the. items of his vision with the actual facts which

occurred in this place. lie tound not only the familiar

places and objects* but also his old parent - in-law.

whose uglv and black daughter he w.a- compelled to

marry, in the hypnotic trance, under the necessity of

appeasing his hunger.

The Stories of the Sthiti Prakarana.

The story of Sukruchorya :

—

This story is told to illu.-f rate tin* marvellous

effect, of desire, or even wish, on the life of an individual

and to show how a mere passing wbh brings about

a new birth in which it is realised.

< trice the great sage Bhrigu and his son .Sukracharva

were undergoing penances in a valley of the Mandra

mountain. While engaged in meditation, Aukra

happens to catch the sight of a celestial damsel, and

at once a wish creeps into his mind to enjoy her

company, llis subtle body forthwith leaves the
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physical and reaches the city of god-. " hero he fm.ls

his beloved and wins her love. There he lives fur a

number of years in the pleasant company of his Moved

until, the force of his previous good actions bei un-

exhausted, he (alls down on the earth through rain

and becomes a grain of paddy. A Brahmnna <»afs

the grain and it is horn as a son to him. As a Hrah*

mana boy, he becomes fond of a deer, and eoti'dpiently,

becomes a deer in his next life. In t ht- manner he

transmigrates in several 1km lies, one after another, until

he is born as the son of a fapasvt
(
penanecr

) and

takes to jMtrformanee of penances on the banks of the

(ranges. In the mean time, the original physical

body of Sukra, left, by him long ago, begin-' to decay.

I lis father noticing it. becomes angry with the god

of death, who, on being wrongly neeu.-ed, manifests

himself and explains the whole matter to 1dm. Then

lkifh, Bhi'igu and the god of deatii. approach the hoy

performing pernnees and a-k him to no-* lit . ,
t • on the

history ot fiH p;ot lives. The buy, * b dt» - r .me* to

remcaiber hi- sukra-iunu. and hf-h to i’ with

hi.' mental bo ly . The body «»f ! la 1 b y el
,j

>•. mid

that oi Sukra t*w j.

f i. Thr shin/ o/Ihtmt. !//<//</ am/ A •*?</

Titi.- 'tory ilhetratc'. that the wilt s.t in, e the

cause of all failure-, and sutleimg m In. arid the
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absence of it is that of success and achievements.

There was a wealthy and wise Demon king of the

Piitala world, named Sambara. He waged a furious

war upon the gods and gave them a severe defeat.

The chiefreason of his success was that he could create,

through his magical powers, three great, warriors,

Dama, Vyala and Kata. They fought most solf-lessiy

without the least desire to preserve themselves and so

could not be defeated by the gods wh m they drove

out of heaven. The gods approached Brahma, who

comes to know the cause of the success of the Demon

through his meditation. He advised the gods to fight,

with the demon warriors in such a manner as to be

able to create in their mind a desire of self-proservation

and victory. The gods succeeded in doing so, because

the demon-warrioi-H were ignorant of the true nature

of the Self, and so, killed them in a battle.

U. The story qf fihima, lihasd and Dfdha: —

This story is in continuation with the altove story

and illustrates the same thing with the additional point

that a desire for self-preServation cannot be created in

one who knows the true nature of the Self.

Sambara, the above-mentioned Demon-king, seeing

his great warriors thus killed in the battle by the gods,

now creates another triad of Bhlma, BhAsa and Dridha,

in whom it was impossible for the gods to create the
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feeling of ego, as they were created by him with the

knowledge of the real nature of- the Self from their

birth. They defeated the gods in spite of the best

efforts of the latter.

1,5. The story o/Damra :

—

This story illustrates that peace cannot be achieved

by undergoing penances or performing sacrifices

enjoined by the Yedas. Such things can at the most

purify our intellect if they are performed thoughtfully

and with unselfish motives. Knowledge of the Self

< lawns only through rational thinking and moditation.

In the province of Magadlia there lived a Muni

named Dasfira. He was ignorant of the nature of

the Self. When his father Sarloma dies, he weeps

bitterly. Gods of the forest console and advise him to

attain peaco of mind. Seeking for peace, he takes to

the performance of penances, but in vain. He performs

very difficult sacrifices, but docs not attain peace. He

then takes to meditation and thinking, and at last comes

to know the real nature of the Self, and finds peace

within. Through his boon a son is born to a forestor-

woman. I )asura toadies the science of Peaco to this

boy when he grows up. Vasisiha, while ho was

passing that way one day, enjoyed one of the lectures

of Dasura to his pupil.
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1(>. The story ofKucha:

—

It is not a story in the proper sense of the term, but

a soliloquy on the immanence of CJott,

Kaelia was tlm son of Brihaspati. He once saf

in samudhi. Waking up from his snmadhi state', he

sang a very beautiful song on the immanent!* of

Brahman in everything of the universe.

The Stories of the Upashama Prakarana.

17. The story of fanaha :

—

This story illustrates how an accidental suggestion

some times awakens the dormant discriminative ten-

dencies of the previous life of an individual.

One day, t he king of the Yideha country, wluwe

name was danaka, was sitting in his garden. There,

he happened to hear some very inspiring songs sung

by some, ctdesl ial beings passing along t hat way. These

songs produced a very deep impression on hi* mind

and set him to meditate on the illusory nature of the

world and on the real nature on tin* Self. He dHeover'

that the main cause of all .sidle ring was Hie ignorant

mind. He realises the true nature of the Self and S

freed from ego. liven then, he rontiniie-- to ml** hot

his kingdom wisely and well.

/.v. The story of Pnnya and Pntoniv.

This story is told to illustrate that it i- absurd and

futile to be sorrowful when -one* beloved person is
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separated from us, seeing that we have had coutless

relations in the long history of our past lives.

On the Mahendra mountain in the Jambu Dvipa

there lived a sage, named Dirghatapas. He had two

sons, Punya and Pavana. The former had acquired

the knowledge of the Truth, while the latter was only

on the path, when their beloved father died. Pavana

weeps bitterly at the death of his father. Punya

reveals to him the absurdity of his action, on the

ground that he has had numberless fathers in his past

lives. Ho reminds him of the countless lives he has

lived as a deer, a lion, a monkey, a prince, a crow, an

elephant, an ass, a bird, and a puppy etc.

f!>. 1 he story of Bali :

—

This story is told to illustrate how the state of nir-

vikalpa samiidhi can be realised through meditation on

the truth that every thing is a mode of Consciousness.

Bali was the son of the famous Yirochana of Patiila.

He begins to reflect that life, as it is generally lived,

is a monotonous drudgery. We repeat the same

course of actions and always remain unsatisfied. He

recollects that his father, who was famous for bis

wisdom, used to say that thero is a very wonderful

state of existence called liberation in which man finds

undecaying peace. He now wishes to know more

about it, and approaches his preceptor Sukracharya.

7
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The latter teaches him that he should realise that

everything is Consciousness. Bali modulates on this

truth and realises it in his nirvikalpa samadhi. lie

becomes a liberated man and continues to rule over

his kingdom wisely.

The story of Prakluda :

—

This story illustrates that, even Ihe great gods like

Vi.mu cannot. cause a man to realise the Self without

his own thinking and meditation. Grace of a god or

teacher cannot, confer the knowledge of the Self on

any jKjrson.

Onee Vi?nu defeated the demons and killed their

lord lliranyakasipu. This impressed Prahlada, the

son of the killed demon, very much. He begins to

worship the, victorious Vismi. The latter was very

much pleased with his devotion and appeared before

him when he was very eager to see him. On his being

asked to choose a boon, IVultlada expresses a de-ire to

realise the true nature of the Self. Yifmi tell- him

that he would Ik* able to realise it only through hi-

own thinking and meditation, tor no god or teacher

can confer the knowledge of the Self on any person.

Prahlhda follows his advice and attains a state of

thoughtless samadhi, He forgets his royal duties and

continues to enjoy the bliss of Samadhi. On account

of his negligence of the work of the state, anarchy
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prevails in his kingdom. Seeing this, Visn.u comes

•down, and, awakening Prahlada from the state of

thoughtless samadhi, advises him to rule over his

kingdom as an ideal and wise ruler. Prahlada does

the same.

21. The story of Gadhi

It is a very interesting story told to illustrate the

creative power of Maya and the possibility of identical

representation of the real historical series of events

within an individual mind as a world of imagination

occurring within a few moments of the real world.

There was a Brahmana named Gadhi. He had a

keen desire to know the nature of Maya, and wor-

shipped Visnu to get his desire fulfilled. Vi?nu

granted a boon to him that he would soon realise the

nature of Maya. After a few days, while he was

bathing in a river, he dipped his head into water, and

lo ! he saw the following vision:—He is ill at home

and dies. Tic experiences his death. He is reborn of

an ugly and dark-skinned Chand ala woman* He

grows up and marries a Chandiila girl, and begets

several children. Once, while passing through a

country called Kira, he happens to be taken up by an

elephant which was let loose by the people of the

country to elect a king in place of one who had

recently died, and is installed as a king in spite of
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himself. lie rules over the country lor a, number of

years, until he is discovered to be a Ohandala by birth

by his high caste subjects, who enter info tire by way

of performing a prayaselut ta for having been ruled

over by a low caste king. He feels very sorry at the

sight of this horrible scene, and himself also jumps into

the lire. The intense pain of being burnt, wakes hint

up from his vision which he was having while he wa>

in water for a moment a ^ (Jadhi. All this happened

within a few seconds of hi-* dip. After a few months

of this occurrence, he happens to meet a traveller who

relates to him, during the course of his account, of hi-*

travels in distant, lands, all that Uadhi experienced

within the few seconds of his vision. The coincidence

of the two- -the real events related by the traveller and

the dream-world of the moment, of the dip—being foo

wonderful to be believed, (ladhi starts on a journey to

verify it. To hi- greater surprize, he finds that all

that he saw in his vision did actually happen in the

real and historical world. .Such is the wonderful

{tower of Maya.

The story of ( 'dthilaka

This story is told to illustrate how the mind can be

controlled and the true nature of the .Self realised

through meditation aud practice of the control of

the vital aits ( pranas ).
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There was a Muni, named Uddalaka. He made up

his mind to have the experience of samadhi. Finding

the mind to be a great impediment in his way, he

addresses it and tries to discover the nature of the self.

Then through the control of the vital airs
(
pranas )

he realises the state of samadhi.

*3. The story of Suragku:

—

This story is told to illustrate how equanimity of

vision can be attained even in the midst of worldly

duties.

Once there was a king of Kiratas near the Kailasa

mountain. The muni Mandavya once visited his

kingdom, and being requested by him, taught him how

one can attain the state of equanimity even in the

midst of worldly duties and that the Self is the reality

which persists even when every object can be thought

away. The muni having gone away. Suraghu set to

realise his teachings in experience and succeeded. Some

time after his realisation of the Self he is visited by a

Persian king, Parnada whom he taught the method of

enjoying the state ofsamadhi even while one is engaged

in one’s worldly duties.

,H. The story of Bhdsa and Vil'dsa :

—

Through this story the author teaches that one

cannot be well and at ]>eace unless the mind is

brought, under control and the Self is realised.
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On the Sahya mountain in the north there lived a

great Rishi, Atri with his pious and devoted wile

Anasuya. They had two sons, Bhasa and Vilasa.

After the death of tiieir (Kirents they went away in

different directions to undergo jienanees. After some

time they happen to meet with each other. When

Viliisa empires the welfare of his hrothcr t he latter

replies that welfare cannot he possibly attained unless

one has realised the real Self and brought, his mind

under control.

. The story of f
r
itah(ixyw.

—

This story is an illustration ot Self-realisation and

attainment of the best staff' of existence t hrough one’s

own efforts.

Vttahavya was a muni in the Vindhva hills. Ife

performed various actions prescribed by the Sastras,

but could not attain peace. Ife now makes up his

mind to realise the state of nirvikalpa samudhi. Ife

addresses his mind, chastises it for its fickleness, controls

it and the senses ami finally attains the state of samudhi

in which ho stays for a very long time. In the moan

time his body was covered with earth, so that
,
when

lie wakes up from his samudhi state, he finds it unable

to move. He does not mind it, fait creates another

world through his imagination ami lives therein as a

liberated man. Once again, he remembers his laxly
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being covered by earth and makes up his mind to

uncover it. He enters the orb of the sun and comes

back therefrom with a ray of the sun which removes

the earth and relieves the body of it. In this body

he lives for a long time as a free man. Once he makes

up his mind to realise the disembodied state of libera-

tion, and entering a cave, withdraws himself from the

body, senses and mind etc. He, then, realises the

highest stage of existence, which is thoughtless,

immutable and eternal Bliss.

The Stories of the First Half of the

Nirvana Prakarana

26. The story ofKaka ( crow
)
Bhusuvida :

—

This story is told to illustrate the possibility of

infinitely long and healthy life through the mastery

of the vital airs ( pranas ) and the Kundalirii.

Once Yasistha himself, while sitting in the

assembly of gods in the heaven, happens to hear about

Kaka-Bhusunda who is said to be enjoying the longest

life, becomes iuquisitive to see him, and proceeds to the

Kaillisa mountain, where he is said to live in the form

of a crow on the Kalpa-tree. Kaka BhuSunda wel-

comes him, and being questioned, describes to him the

story of his birth and long life, the way how he survi-

ves death, the universal destruction, the wonderful

experiences of his life, and how one oan live a long and
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healthy life. He told Vasistha that he had seen eijjhf

births of Vasistha, a hundred of Visnu, a thousand

of Buddha, eleven of llama and t.<'n of Ivrisna. In

his life-time the Mahabhurafa Ins been coinpost’d

eleven times and the Ramayana twelve times. He

•jives a discourse on the science of the vital airs and

the Kundalim Bower.

:J7. The start/ of Dera-pujah ( Worship of ( iod )
:

—

This story is told to illustrate that t he only and t he

best, worship is that of t he Self within. There is n<>

necessity of any external show in that worship.

Once Vasist ha himself <joes to t he Kailash mountain

and displays his devotion to Lord Siva who berome-

pleased with him and appears before him with hi'

consort. Barvati. Bein-j asked “What is the best

worship the Hod fells him that Self-worship is the

best worship an<l that the knowledge of the Self is the

liOst way of worshipping It.

iX. The story of a llilvafruit :

—

The Absolute C Jonscumsmss is here compare 1 with

a Bilva fruit to show that the entire universe e\i»t'

within C Consciousness.

ft. The story of a piece of Stone:

—

In this story Brahman (the Absolute) is compared

to a hu#c block of stone to show that as a piece of
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stone contains within it all the statues that can

possibly be made of it, so in Brahman all the forms of

the world exist potentially.

SO. The story of Arjuna :

—

In this story it is told that at a particular period

of time, when the earth would abound in evil-doers,

Visnu would come down, to kill them, in the form of

Krisna and Arjuna. Arjuna would hesitate to kill his

enemy in the battlefield of the Mahahharata war and

Krisna would teach him the right attitude towards

life, having acquired which, he would do his duty

without attachment.

'll. The story of Sata-Rudra :

—

This story is told to illustrate the power of thought,

desire and imagination on one’s transmigration from

one life to another, and to illustrate the doctrine of

worlds existing within worlds.

There was a mendicant. Once he entertained a.

thought- in his inind to be a house-holder and con-

sequontly he bocomes one in his dream. The dream

personality, again, on account of its wish, further

dreams itself to be a Bnihmana. This process of

dreaming within dreams goes on, changing the man

into a hundred forms, one within the dream of

another, until he becomes a Kudra. As a llndra, he

acquires omniscience and comes to be aware of all the
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hundred forms thus created by imagination and living

in their own peculiar and different worlds. 1 fe wakes

all the dreaming personalities up and the imagined

forms begin to live as distinct and separate entities.

Such is the creative power of thought !

The story of a Veidla:—
This story is told to illustrate that there is no

danger anywhere for a knewer of the Brahman.

There lived a Vet ala in the Vindhya hills. At

nights he used to come out to prey. Once he happened

t.o meet the king of the vicinity, who was well up in the

knowledge of the Brahman. lit' put several questions

to the king, which the latter answered to his satis-

faction. The Votala could not harm him in any way

as he knew the Brahman.

.! i. The, story of Hhayiratha :
-

This story is given to illustrate this peculiar trait

in the character of a liberated {icrson that although

he does not stand in need of worldly actions, he

performs them for the good of others.

There lived a great king named Bhagirafha who

brought the Ganges down to the earth. Once he

Ixsgins to t hink of the unreality of the worldly posses-

dons, goes to his spiritual teacher, Tritula, ant!

acquires the knowledge of the Self. Having returned,

ho gives the whole of his kingdom and property away
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in charity and goes to a lonely place to meditate. Here

he realises the Self and lives in blissful peace. Once

he : happened to pass through the country over which

he formerly ruled. The ruling king there had died

and the people had to choose another. Having

recognised Bhagiratha, they entreated him to be their

king. Bhagiratha accepted their offer for the sake

of their good and ruled over the kingdom justly

and wisely.

a4. The story of ChudMa

It is one of the most interesting and instructive

stories of the whole work. It illustrates that a woman

is not to be shut out from the temple of wisdom ; she

has an equal right to Self-knowledge, and if she makes

an effort, she can realise the Truth even earlier than

man. Having realised the Self herself, she can help

her husband on his path. This story also illustrates

that real and genuine renunciation which is essential

for Self-realisation is not the external renunciation of

possessions and duties, but of the internal desire or

craving for them. A busy ruler of a kingdom, as the

queen Child ala was, yet above the turmoils of life and

at peace within, she is an ideal example of a truly

liberated [>ersou.

Once there lived a king named Sikhidhwaja at

Malwa. He married Chiidala, a princess of the
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Surashtra country. Having lived a happy life ot

youthful enjoyments, both of the pair become dissatis-

fied with the pleasures of life and set t hemselves to

seek for the knowledge of the Self, t'hiidala being

more enthusiastic and discriminative, succeeds in

having a true view oi lift
1

;
consequently a unique kind

of lustre brightens her face. Her hu>b;tnd being

unable to realise f ho Self cannot understand the

reason of her joy. She. tries to help him, but he takes

her advice lightly even in spite of her showing him

her supernatural powers* and so he tails to aehiovo

peace within himself. He takes to the performance

of religious ceremonies which do not help him. He then

renounces his kingdom and everything that la*

possessed, and goes to a forest in spite ot his wife's

entreaties not to do so. Then he puts himself to

severe austerities and consequently become' languished.

Ohudala in the meantime rules over tin* kingdom ot

her husband well and wisely. < >ne day she take'

compassion on him and visit' him secretly. She again

intends to teach him the right way of Self realisation

.

but thinking that he would not erne to listen to her.

she, by her yogie j sneer, transforms herself into a

young heavenly Krahmana with Kumbha as his name.

The king, being very much impressed bv the person

ulity of Kumbha, accepts hint as his t etcher and

learns from him the secret ot Self-realisation which
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consists not in the external renunciation of things and

duties but in the internal renunciation of hankering-

after them, which is the root of all evil. The queen

does not even then forget to fulfil her royal duties, to

which she goes back now and then. The king, having-

got the true vision of the Self, experiences the samadhi

state and becomes liberated from the pairs of the

opposite feelings. The queen, in the form of Kumbha,

tests him in many ways. One day Kumbha tells the

king that he has been cursed by Durvasas to be a

woman at nights, and expresses his unhappiness clue to

the occurrence. The king tells him not to mind it

at all, for, he says, what cannot be cured must be

cheerfully endured. The nocturnal personality of

Kumbha, Madanika, now tells the king that as it is

quite natural for a young woman to have a husband,

she must now marry ;
and proposes to marry the king

himself. The kiDg sees no loss or gain in it, and,

therefore, to be of some service to her marries her.

Both pass their nights in conjugal happiness. In order

to test whether the king has acquired any sort of

attachment in his heart, which alone is the real

bondage in life, she creates, by her yogic powers, a

lover, and throws herself into his arms with the

most amorous attitude in the absence of the royal sage,

and continues in that position until he comes and sees

the pair. The sight does not move him ; he remains
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unperturbed and unaffected. lie keeps his balance of

mind and comes out successful in his test. In such

ot her various ways she. trains her husband in the art

of living abovo life’s turmoil, and in the end bring-

him husk to rule over the renounced kingdom like

perfectly free and wine man.

1,1. The Mon/ of a Kiriita :

—

The story is told to emphasise the value ot effort,

even though it. be for small things; because oft on we

happen to find out precious things through efforts

which were originally directed to ordinary ones.

There was a miserly Kdruta. < )nco a cowrie, shell

fell down from His hands. He being a miser, began to

search for it vigorously and cont inued his search tor

three day". Accidentally he found a philosopher’"

stone.

hi The Mon/ of a ChinUnnnui

Ihis story is told to illustrate that one dumld not

disregard the valuable things which one has got and

wander in search of others or of similar ones el-ewhero.

A man w'a* in search of a philosopher’s stone.

Ho happened to find it accidently. But he

thought, that, the philosopher’s stone was too

valuable a t hing to lie found so easily and that he

was too unfortunate to find it ho soon. He therefore
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threw it away, thinking it to be a piece of glass.

Throwing it away, he proceeded farther and reached

a forest where, in spite of his repeated efforts, he finds

nothing but pieces ot glass.

'i7. The story of an elephant :

—

This story is told to illustrate the lesson that

one should never lose an opportunity to vanquish

one’s enemy, which, in the case of an aspirant for Self

realisation is his own individuality, for otherwise it

would be soon out of control.

There was a tamed elephant. Once he got an

opportunity to be free from the control of his

master. It was a timo when ho could win his freedom

for ever by defeating the efforts of his controllers.

But ho did not utilise this opportunity. Consequently

ho was again bound and put under control.

;>8. The story ofKacha :

—

This story is told to show that the true renun-

ciation of all things consists in the renunciation

of the ego.

Kacha, the son of Bphaspati, goes to his father

for advice in Self-realisation. The father tolls him to

renounce everything in order to find peace. The son,

having literally given up everything, goes to a forest.

Yet he does not find peace. Again ho is advised to

give up everything. Kacha does not, again understand
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his father’s advice, and fries to give up even the little

that was in his possession, hut in vain. Brihaspati

visits his son again after three years and finds -him

witihout peace. He explains to Kaeha that renoun-

cing everything does not mean throwing away every-

thing. It means the renunciation of or withdrawal

from the mind which is the iinit ising ego. This can

easily be done by aflirmation of one’s I Hvinity.

The story of a Mithy<i Turttm ( l'ureal Man )

:

—

This story is told to illustrate the futility o( the

efforts oftlu^ ego to limit the Self within finite objeet.-

which an* perishable.

There was a mith\a purusa (unreal man) who

wanted to encase space. For this purpose lu'

maker a jar, but, after some t ime the jar is broken,

leaving the man bewailing the loss of the space

that was enclosed in the jar. Then he digs a well,

constructs a tank, builds a four-storeyed house. But

all these things come to destruction, one after another.

The man, bewailing the futility ot his efforts to

preserve space in a finite form, dies at la-t.

The story of flhrii/y’isa :

—

This story is related to teach Kama to be a great

ivnouneer, a great man of action and a great

o njoyer.
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Once BhringTsa went to the Mahameru mountain to

see Lord Shiva. Having bowed down to him, he asked

for advice'. The Lord advised Him to be a great re-

nounce):, a great doer and a great enjoyer and ex-

plained to him the meaning of these terms.

41, The story of Iksivcika:

—

This story contains the philosophy which Manu
is said to have taught to Ikswaku.

There was a great king Ikswaku, an ancestor of

Ramachandra. Once he begins to think of the

unreality of worldly possessions and becomes inquisitive

to know the Truth. He goes to Manu in Brahmaloka

and learns from him the facts about the origin, stay

and decay of the world, the cause of bondage and

freedom, the stages of Self-realisation, the nature

of the ogo and Maya, and the characteristics of liber-

ated living persons.

4± The story of a Hunter and a Sage:—

This story is related to describe the nature

of the Turivu state
(
Hndifterenced Consciousness ),

that is, the state of Consciousness free from the ex-

perience of waking, dream and deep sleep.

A hunter pursued a deer which outran him and

paused beyond the ken of his vision. On his,way he,

happened to see a sage sitting in meditation, Having,

been asked as to which direction the deer werit, the

!)
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sage replied that he, l>eing above all the states of rela-

tive experience, did not care to know anything, and

therefore, did not know which way the doer went

.

The Stories of the Second Half of the

Nirvana prakarana

The story of a Vidyadhara:

—

This story is related to illustrate that the udy of

the spiritual literature can fructify only in those who

have control over their senses.

Vasistha once asked the Crow-sage I'luCunda

whether ho know any individual who could not attain

Self-knowledge in spite of having lived long. Ithu.hmda

told him that there was a Yidyadluira who could

not realise the fselt in spite ot his having lived for four

kalpas. Having acquired a little discrimination the

Vidyadhara came to i'dmsunda and told him that his

senses and passions were his stumbling block*. The

latter taught him the method of controlling them, and

consequently the Vidyadhara realised the Sr- If.

The story of Indra :

—

'fins story illustrates the possibility and evi-tciuv

of a whole, world within an atom.

Once Indra, the king of gods, is defeated by the

demons. Id save his life, he short ens his size and

ent ers a rav of t he Sun. There he imagine a world

and rules over it . After his death, his descended s rule
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there. One of his distant descendents realises Cosmic

Consciousness and comes to know of the fact that he

was living within the world which existed within an

atom of cosmic space.

in. The story o/Mahki :

—

This story illustrates the possibility of Self-realisa-

tion through the teachings of another person, provided

that the mind is already prepared to imbibe them.

Once Vasistha, when coming to officiate as a priest

in the sacrifice which was to be performed by Aja,

meets a Brahmana named Mankl on the way. The

traveller begins to talk on the evils of the world.

Vasistha teaches him the science of the Self. Hearing

him, the Brahmana becomes liberated, because he was

already ripe for it.

in. The story of the Mind compared to a Deer:

—

In this story the mind is represented by a wander-

ing deer. The deer is running here and there in a

barren land, finding no rest until he finds the shade

of a tree. The shade in the case of the mind is

samadhi.

A7. The story of a Block of Stone: —

It is also one of the most interesting stories. It

illustrates the possibility of a whole world, with all its

cosmic gods and other beings, to be imagined within

a point in space.
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Once Vasistha himself wanted to meditate in a

solitary place. Finding disturbances everywhere, even

in the ethereal plane, he retires to the Sanya plane;

There ho imagines a hut in which he sits in

samadhi. In that state he experiences and wanders

through innumerable worlds, one within the other.

Waking' up from the samadhi state, lie happens to

hear a sweet and melodious song, and, through his

dkasa-dharand
(
meditation on the Ether ), he finds

out the source of the enchanting song to lie a beauti-

ful woman, who, when requested, tolls him that in

a corner of the world imagined by him there is a

mountain. Within a point on a stone of that moun-

tain, she and her husband are living. They both stand

in need of Self-knowledge for which she requests

Vasistha. The later becomes curious and accompanies

her and actually finds her husband there. The Hnth-

mana, her husband, having attained Self-knowledge

sits in nirmkalpa-samadhi, and thereby the world of

his samkalpa ( imagination )
collapses. This fact, is

seen by Vasistha through meditation. lieturning

therefrom, Vasistha comes back to his own hut, but.

finds that his own body, which was left in his hut

is entered by the soul of a siddha. Vasistha having

withdrawn the force of his own samkalpa-, which

created the hut, the hut collapses along with the

body within it, and the siddha consequently
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falls clown, to the earth. Vasistha explains the

matter to him, and both go to the siddhaloka and live

there. .

48. The story of Vipaschit .*

—

This story is also one of the most interesting ones.

It illustrates the creative power of thought and the

effect of desire on one’s transmigratory career.

There lived a king named Vipaschit. at Tata-

miti in Jambudwipa. Once he is attacked by enemies

from all directions. Wishing to multiply his body

to cope with all the four invaders, he performs a

sacrifice in which he offers his own flesh to the flames of

the sacrificial fire, and becomes four Vipaschits. They

put the enemies to flight, and then sot out for world-

conquest, in all directions. They go far and wide,

and live in different countries, die there, and ex-

perience different scries of transmigrations. One of

them is said to be present in the body of a deer

in the zoological museum of king Dasaratha, tho

father of Kama, at the time of Vasistha’s discourse

to Kama. Hearing this, Kama becomes very curious

and wishes the deer to be brought in tho assembly. To

prove the truth of the ' story, Vasistha, by his

thought-power, brings him to a human form, and

names him Bhasa. Bhasa now describes his experiences

in the assembly.
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40. The story of the Vata-dhand Princes :

—

This story illustrates the endlessness of the world.

There was a country named Vatadhana. One

of its kings had three sons. They desired to see the

end of the universe and started on tour. No

less than 17 lacs of years have passed, yet they are

still wandering, as there is no end to the universe.

50. The story of a Corpse :
—

This story illustrates the fact that every

individual is a Cosmic Deity
(
Logos ) of his own

Universe.

Once there was a hunter. lie teased a sago who

cursed him to become a mosquito. Having lived as a

mosquito, he becomes a deer, and then a hunter again.

Being advised to give up his wrong doings, and to

acquire Self-knowledge, he undergoes penance, ap-

proaches the sage and requests him to explain how

the internal imagination can take the form of an

external world. The sage relates to him his own

experience thus: Once he saw a man sleeping. Moved

by curiosity, he entered the sleeping man’s dream-

world through his power of dharana. Forgetting

his own original form, he lived there for 100 years

until he was reminded of it by another sage.

Coming out, he found that it was only a moment’s

work. The hunter dees not understand the truth
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of this story. He again undergoes penances, and gets

a boon for having a body as big as a Brahmanda

( Cosmos ). Left by his soul, it falls upon another

Brahmanda ( Cosmos ), and is observed by Vipa£chit,

the hero of the story No. 48. Then he becomes

a king, Sindhu, the enemy of Viduratha of the

story of Lila ( No. 5 ), and ultimately realises

Nirvana through the teachings of his own ministers.

51. Thd story of a Bloch of Stone

In this story a detailed comparison of the

Brahman with a large piece of stone is attempted.

As a piece of stone has within itself, in potential

form, all the statues that can possibly be made out

of it, so is the Brahman the source and the stay of

all the objects of this universe.

5'J. The stoo-y of the Brahmanda

In this story Vasistha relates what he heard from

Brahma about the origin of the universe.

5.% The sto'i'y of the Sons of Indu :

—

It is a repitition of the story No. 7, related in the

Utpatti Prakarana.

54. The story of a Tdpasa

This story illustrates the possibility of the multi-

plication of worlds by the power of thought and desire,
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.and co-ordination of the various conflicting desires

of different people with regard to the same object

or person.

In a country there are eight brothers. Every

one of them wishes .to be an emperor of all the seven

continents, and to realise that ambition undergoes severe

penances. All of them get boons.to the effect that their

desires would be fulfilled at the same time ( simultane-

ously ). Their wives,, in their own turn, get boons

that the souls of their husbands will not go out of their

rooms after their death. All this comes t.o the notice

of a traveller, Kunda-danta, who is at a loss to under-

stand how these mutually conflicting desires could be

fulfilled at the same time. He is advised to go to

Ayodhya to understand the mystery. There he relates

the story of his observation to Kamachandra who

brings Kunda-danta to the . assembly and gets his

doubts removed by Vasistha.

55. The story of a Woodcutter :

—

This story, which is the last in the work, illustrates

that, though the teacher and the Scriptures are not

the direct cause of Self-realisation, yet, they, if con-

stantly resoi'ted to, some times, bring a man to the

realisation of the Self.

There was a very poor woodcutter. He used to

go to a forest in search of wood every day, and
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supported liis family on what he could get by selling

the wood thus collected. As a result of his constant

efforts in search for wood in the forest, he, one

day, happened to find a desire-fulfilling gem ( philo-

sopher’s stone ). The gem made him rich and happy.



Chapter ¥

The Method of Yogavasistha and need for

proper Abridgement.

The main reason, why Yogavasistha lias not been

recognised as a philosophical work is perhaps the

manner in which it is written and the method which

the author employs to impress his doctrines. One

does not find in this work the terseness of Gaudapada,

the hairsplitting quibbles of the Neo-Xaiyiiikas, the

authority-obsession of Sankara, and the stereo-typed

terminology of the later Sahkarites. We do not even

find any influence of Dignaga or Yatsayana on the

author of Yogavasistha, as he does not attempt to put

his doctrines in an inferential form. He merely states

in simple and unequivocal manner what he has to

say, and makes it clear by way of countless similes,

analogies and illustrations, and impresses the truth

of what ho believes through stories. He hates

obscurity, brevity and vagueness. He knows that it is

very difficult to make o’thers realise that of which one

has the direct intuition, and that it can be made

intelligible only through illustrations and analogies.

He avoids the method of abstract disquisition and dry

argumentation pursued perhaps by some of his prede-

cessors like Nagarjuna, which hopelessly failed to
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attract the notice of the people at large. He goes

back to the method of the Upanisads, the Ma>h&-

bkarata and the Jatakas, which carried the truths

advocated in them to the very heart of their readers

He also felt that works written in a sweet and literary

style were more read and appreciated by the laity than

books written in the cold philosophical style, and

probably thought that the Mvya ( literary ) style

might well be utilised for philosophy to make it popular

and effective. This is what he might have thought

while writing this work, as at one place he says:

‘‘All that is expressed in sweet and graceful words and

with easily comprehensible arguments, similes and

illustrations, goes directly to the heart of the hearer,

and expands there, just as a little drop of oil expands

on the surface of water ; whereas all that is said with-

out suitable illustrations and arguments intelligible to

the hearer, in confused and obscure language, does not

onter the hoart of the hearer, and is a mere waste of

words, like the butter poured on the burnt ashes of

oblation. It is only through appropriate illustrations

that subtle, yet worthy of being known, themes can be

made popular in the world, as it has been done so in

all the famous works” ( III. 84. 45-47 ).

Moved by such considerations and by the desire of

making his philosophy popular, he yoked the literary
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art of story-telling to his philosophy which contained

all that was best' in Indian thought at the time he

lived. How far he has succeeded in his elfort only

those who are gifted with the double-fold genius in

philosophy and literature can judge. We may only

point out that the work has been a success in so far

as it has ever since been enjoying popularity in all

circles of people, even though many of its readers do

not. understand its entire philosophy. The reader of

this work always feels that he is in the living presence

of a saintly personality, who is speaking from direct-

experience in simple and beautiful language. Ho is

his own authority, and does not bore the reader with

quotation after quotation from the Upanisads and

other authoritative- texts or their commentaries, as is

done by the later writers on the Advaita philosophy.

He has imbibed all that was best in the Indian

philosophy that existed before him—Hindu, Buddhist

and Jaina—and speaks from his own standpoint, very

often in words which might be mistaken as from other

books and authors which he thoroughly imbibed and

made his own. It is in this way that many expres-

sions of the Upanisads and the lihagmdgitU and

some Buddhist works can -be identified in Yogavasistha.

A few examples of the catholicity, rceonciliat ory

tendency and harmonising spirit of t he author may
not be out of place here :

—
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(
i ) “From our standpoint”, says Vasistlia, “there

is no difference in ‘ Vydmharartha-xacla ’ ( Realism )

and ‘Vijnma-nada ’

(
Idealism ) ” (

VI b. Ob. 4 }.

( ii) Having pointed out how he differs in his opinion

on the nature of mind from the points of view of other

schools of thought, he adds, “All these various doctrines

arising at different times and in' different countries,

however, lead to the same Supreme Truth, like the

many different paths leading travellers from different

places to the same city. It is ignorance of the Absolute

Truth and the misunderstanding of the different doc-

trines that cause their followers to quarrel with one

another in 1 titter animosity. They considor their own

partieular dogmas to be the best, as every traveller

may think, although quite wrongly, his own path to bo

the only and the best path.” ( III. 96. ”>1 i5‘J )

( iii ) Not only does the author of Yogmtmstha

regard other systems of philosophy and methods of rea-

lisation with respect, but also thinks that it is advisible

lor every man to stick to his own method of spiritual

realisation, provided he meets with success and makes

progress through it. He says, “ The method by which

a man makes progress is the host for him. He should

not change it lor another, which may not look

right, to him, nor pleases him, nor is useful to him.”

( VI b. 190. 2 ).
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(iv) With regard to the Absolute Reality,

the author of Yogamsistka says that it is the

same “That is called Sunya by the Sunya-vadins,

Brahma by the Brahma-vadins, Purusa by the Sfunkhya

philosophers, Iswara by the followers of Yoga, .Siva

by the Saivas, Time by those who hold time to be

the only reality, Self of the self by those who think it

to be so, Non-self by the philosophers who do not

believe in the reality of the Self, Madhyama by the

Madhyamikas, and the All by those who have a vision

of equality all around.” (Y. 67. IK -20).

In his attempt to be very clear, impressive and

catholic, the author of Yogavasistha lias, however,

committed the fault of too much repetition and

sacrifice of a systematic arrangement of the contents of

his work. The main division of the work into the six

prakarams or parts -Vairagya (Dissatisfaction),

MumiiJcsiwyavahara ( the Conduct of the Aspirant ),

Utpatti ( Creation ), Sthiti ( Continuation of the

world ), Upasama (Attainment of Peace), and Nirvana

( the Cessation of finite existence )—even has not been

kept fully in view. Everything is treated of in every

prakarana, and also in many of the chapters of the

prakaranas. No scientific or logical classification lias

been kept in view with regard to the topics dealt with.

This defect of the work is very much felt by the
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modern reader who wants everything properly classified,

and exhaustively but tersely treated in its own place.

Many, rather almost all, topics are repeatedly talked

of in many places. The whole work has an appear-

ance of a vast forest in which every possible tree,

creeper or flower is present, but one knows not where

it is present. The work is very rich in material, but the

philosophical riches that are buried in it cannot be

readily used. The Prakaranas and the sargas are no

guide to the contents.

It is from this consideration and to save the time

and energy of the present-day reader who does not

want to remain ignorant of the philosophy of Yoga-

msistha, yet at the same time has no leisure to go

through an unsystematic but important work of no

less than 27687 (
traditionally, 32000 ) stanzas that

we have ventured to compile our Vasistha-dar'sanam

{ the present work ), in which we have collected

extracts from the voluminous work, which expound

almost all the aspects and points of the philosophy

taught in the work, and classified them so as to

present in a thoroughly systematic form the tenets

of the philosophy. The whole matter is taken from

Yogmasktha without any addition of even a single

line, but the form in which it has been arranged and

the headings under which it has been classified are,
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of course, in accordance with the matter of the text.

Our work in connection with it has been like that of a

gardener, who does not create the plants of his garden,

but only transplants them in their proper places in it

The value of this garden of the philosophy of Yasistha

lies mainly in the fact that it is the only and the

first garden of its own kind, the contents of which

are directly gathered from a huge forest in which

one knows not where what has grown. The main

thing that the reader will, however, miss in our

Yasistha-darsanam is the stories of VogariinitsAtf,

which we have deliberately excluded Iromour collection

to win for Yasistha
(
or the author of Yogaramstfui )

a worthy place in the world of philosophy, where

the naked truth is more valued than the garb in which

and the accompaniments with which it may appear.

For the sake of those readers who would like to

acquaint themselves with the stories of the work,

we have summarised all the stories of Yogtmamhihu in

chapter IY of this Introduction.

There have been, in the long history of the exis-

tence of Yogavusistka, many attempts made to sum-

marise the huge work into smaller ones, the nature

of some of which may be noted here :

—

The first of such efforts known to the students of

Yogavmistha, is the already mentioned Lagku Yoga-
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vdsistha of Gfauda Abhinanda of Kashmir, who lived

in the first half of the 9th century A. D. He selected

4829 slokas ( traditionally, 6000 ) from the original

work in the serial order of it, and in the same six

prakaranas gave a connected account of some of the

docti'ines and stories of the original work. The effort

proved a great success in popularising Yogavasiftha.

But this summary also, like the original work, lacks

in a philosophically important system of arrangement.

It also leaves out some very important topics of the

original work. Moreover, it stops at the end of the

first half of the last prakarana ( Nirvana ) and does

not contain a summary of the other half of it.

( The latter half of the last prakarana may not have

existed at that time and may have been added by

other writers later on, or the summarizer might have

left his work unfinished ).

Another attempt, and a better one from the

philosophical and systematic point of view, was made

by an unknown author who compiled Yogavasistha-

stira (Vide, Aufrecht.: Oxford Catalogue,
MS. No. 563).

He has collected about 225 Hlokas from Yogavasistha

and classified them under the following heads:—

I Dissipation; II. Unreality of the world; III. Charac-

ter of the Living Liberated Man; IV. Annihilation of

Mind; V. Annihilation of DcBire; VI. Meditation on

the Self; VII. Worship of the Self; VIII. Description
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of the Self; and IX. Liberation in Life. It is a good

attempt, but embodies only a fraction of the philosophy

of Yogavasistha. It also, as it is evident, lacks in a

sound system of classification.

Other attempts to present the philosophy of Yoga-

tasistha by way of summary, hardly known as such to

any scholar, are the Makopanisad and the . imutpvrno-

pdnisad
(
Vide our Paper, ^Yogmasistha and some of

the Minor Upanisads” in the Princess of Wales

Saraswati Bhawan Studies, Benares, It):):!
), each of

which presents many aspects of the philosophy of

Yogmasistha in 535 and 337 slokas respectively. It, is

a pity that they do not anywhere mention that, their

slokas are culled from Yogmasistha, which, however,

is a fact. Both these selections are defect ive in so far

as they lack in a good scientic order of arrangement

of the material they have selected. They do not, even

both combined together, present the entire philo-

sophy of Yogmasistha.

In the same manner, the author of the Mulctihopa.

nisad has collected a number of stanzas from )'uga-

vdsistha, hearing on desire and its rommeiatiun in tin*

second chapter of the (/pauitnd; and theauilnr »>f

the J arHAopanmd law-collected in its fourth chapter

some slokas on the “ Seven Stag* s of Yoga ” and '*
t la-

conduct of the Liberated living Man.” Again, smile
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glokas on “the Stages of Yoga” have been picked

up from Yogavasistha and made into a separate

Upanisad which goes by the name of Aksi-upanisad.

(
Ibid ). AH these collections of some of the views of

Vasistha are unsatisfactory in so far as they are only

partial statements of the philosophy of Yogavdsistha.

Our Vdsistha-darsanam is, as said above, the. first

attempt of its kind to present the entire philosophy of

Vasistha in a systematic form, inspired by the zeal of

introducing a so far neglected, but important

system of thought to the modern scholars of Indian

Thought.



Chapter VI.

Analysis of the Contents of

Sri Vasistha»Darsanam.

Prayer

INTRODUCTION.

The style of the work; the merits of the work;

the story of the recensions of Yogavasistha.

Chapter I.

The Recipient of the Philosophy.

1. The characteristics of the fit recipient of this

philosophy— Description of Ramchandra’s state of

mind to illustrate the mentality of the proper

recipient—Rama’s conduct described by his atten-

dants. Rama’s description of his own state of

dissatisfaction with the world : There is no happi-

ness in life
;

all of us are deluded by ignorance

and passion for objects of enjoyment
;

futility of

Wealth in making us happy
; futility of Life

;
fickle-

ness of Mind
;

painfulness of Desire ;
worthlessness

of the Body ;
shortcomings of Childhood ; madness of

Youth; evil nature of Woman; delusive nature

of Enjoyments; inevitability of Old Age; omni-

potence of Death; miseral lioness of Worldly Life;

defectiveness of Everything; transitariness of Every-

thing; extreme painfulness of Worldly Life. Tlu*
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searching questions of Rama
;

his intense inquisitive-

ness.

2. Vasisthd’s teachings toRama— Attachment to

the world and life is the chief source of suffering
;
the

ignorant alone are miserable
;
wisdom is the only

source of the removal of suffering; Self-knowledge alone

leads to Peace. The story of Vasistha’s receiving his

philosophy from Brahma.

3. Effort versus Destiny or Fate—One can achieve

everything through effort
;
one should never depend on

anything else
;
meaninglessness and unreality of Fate

;

the true moaning of Destiny; Effort more powerful

than Destiny ;
right effort alone is successful.

4. The qualities needed for Self-knowledge—
Peace of Mind ; Contentment; Company of the Wise;

Rational Thinking.



Chapter II.

Metaphysics.

1. The Source ofKnowledge and the method of im-

parting it—Anubham ( Intuition
)
the only source of

knowledge; analogical method of imparting knowledge.

Idealism—The objects are of the nature of

knowledge because they are known ; a relation pre-

supposes unity; everything is of the nature of con-

sciousness
;

all objects are ideas
;

ideality and

relativity of space; ideality and relativity of time;

ideality of things; ideality of the Cosmic Law; ideality

of the body; ideality of stability
;
ideality of all that is

material. The relation of subject and object
;
the

subject is the seed of the object,
;
the similarity of

waking and dream objects; the waking experience

is also a dream
;

the entire cosmic experience

is a dream; every individual has got his own

experience of the objective world; there is also the

Cosmic World created by Brahma; reconciliation

between realism and idealism; Atma-Icki/uti-mila is

the doctrine accepted here.

S. The World—Names given to the world
;

the

contents of the world are in themselves centres of

imagining other worlds; worlds within worlds, worlds

existing unknown to others but their porceivers;
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everything possible everywhere- variety of world-

experiences; individuals and worlds again and again

come into existence and pass out of it
;

dissolution

of the entire cosmos; what remains at the end of

the Cosmos; description of the evolution of the

Cosmos- three planes ofm mifestation—physical, mental

and spiritual; the Cosmic Law of the world; the

Law is accidental at its root; the Law is also change-

able by effort; the Law is only an expression of

Effort.

-k The Mind—The nature of the Mind; the relation

of the mind with the Brahman
;
functional aspects and

names of the mind; how the mind becomes an individual

ego
;
how it assumes the physical body; all limitation is

self-limitation; the seed of the world; innumerable

minds
; seven grades of the intensity of ignorance; seven

kinds of experience of the monads; fourteen kinds of

monads. The origin of all monads from the Cosmic

Mind, Brahma; the manner of origin everywhere the

same. Ban-psychism.

r>. Thought-Power—Omnipotence of the mind;

the capacity of the mind to create its own world;

every mind creates its own world; all minds are

equally capable of doing this; the individual has got

the power to acquire everything; the nature of things

is determined by thought; the power of bhavana
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(
Affirmation ); the effect of constant practice; the

effect of strong determination; thought is destiny;

happiness depends upon thought; the environment is

the creation of one's own desires; the body is the creation

of the mind; the power of the mind to cure physical

diseases; two kinds of diseases; how tl iteases origin-

ate; the physical diseases are caused by the distur-

bance of the mind; how mental change restores physical

health; cure by incantations. Ignorance is the funda-

mental disease; the ultimate cure of all diseases ; how

to stay well; happiness depends upon the purify of

mind; the Self is revealed in a pure mind ; the world

is experienced as long as the mind is merge i in

ingnorance and pleasures. The mind is the navo

of the world-wheel.

6. Attainment of extra-ordinari/ Powers—The

secret of all powers. The physological method
; know-

ledge of other minds; vision of the siddftus and their

planes; identification with the physical body is the

cause of all limitations; how to feel one’s spiritual

existence; bhuvanii
(
affirmation

) is the secret of all

achievements. Tho bio-physical method; desoripi ion of

the Kimlalini-\)Q\\Q,\
; the mechanism of the pranas

;

how to become hoavy like a mountain; how to bo

able to fly through the sky
;
how to see f he ridd/ias

;

how to enter another’s body; how television is acquired;

how a yogin can become abnormally small or large.
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7. The Self—Four kinds of experience : waking;

sleep; dream; the fourth; the four beliefs about the self

:

“I am the body”; “I am the mind”; “I am the subtle

spirit beyond the body and mind” ;
freedom of the Self

from the states of the body; “ I am the whole universe

and the very essence of the universe”.

S. Death and after-death Experience—Death is

nothing to be afraid of; what death is; how death occurs;

the “dead” do not “go” to any other place; death is a

painful experience to the ignorant; the evolution of

the world-experience after death; after-death ex-

periences; six kinds of the “dead”; what happens after

the experience of the other world; death does not

undo the spiritual progress; death and rebirth a uni-

versal law; death in the case of one who has att-

ained liberation in life; there is no death for the Self;

what brings about death; how to live long.

0. The Cosmic Mind ( Brahma )—Brahma; the

world is the imagination of Brahma, Brahma is mind;

how Brahma originates from the Absolute; His origin

is spontaneous lild; Brahma is an aspect of Brahman

hypostatised; imagination is the essential character-

istic of Brahma; Ho is causeless and not due to any

previous karmas or memory; Brahma has no physical

body; the world imagined by Brahma is mental;

every croation is a new creation.

10. The Creative Power of the Absolute— Every-

12
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thing is potentially present in the Brahman; the Creative

power of the Absolute; Prakriti ; the relation of the

Creative Power with the Brahman.

11. The Absolute Reality ( Pararii Brahma )
—

Brahman the ultimate source of the world; It is

beyond all categories of speech, neither one nor many;

neither being nor non-being; neither ridg'd nor urklyd;

beyond light and darkness; noither Self nor not-solf;

neither spirit nor matter; with no differentiation of

this or that; the nature of the Absolute is undeseri-

bable; names given to the Absolute in different systems

of philosophy
;
description of the A] isolate from our

point of view.

12. The Manifestation of the Absolute—Tho world

is the manifestation of the Absolute Brahman; it

always exists potentially in the Absolute; tho Absolute

appears as the finite objects of the world; to manifest

as the world is in the very nature of .Brahman; world-

manifestation is a moment’s work in tho Absolute;

multiplicity within the womb of the Unity; tho multi-

plicity of the world does not impair tho unity of tho

Absolute; Brahman’s creativity is not that of an agent,

but through mere existence.

12. Identity of everything with the Absolute—
The identty of every thing with the Absolute; Prakriti

identical with the Absolute
;
the mind identical with

the Absolute; everything identical with the Brahman;
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the world identical with the Brahman; Grod does not.

exist without the world; everything is Brahman.

14. The Realm of Appearance—Distinction in

appearance and reality; test of reality; the world

is neither real nor unreal; it is an appearance; it

is real as well as unreal; it is an illusory appearance

like all other illusions; the creative activity is an

appearance; the individual is an appearance; the

world is avidya, and avidyd is an appearance; it is

maya\ the world is real to the fool only; it is experienced

so long as there is ignorance; it vanishes when konw-

ledge arises; when the world-appearance ceases to be

experienced; the word destruction is not suitable for

the fact of disappearance of the world experience;

the world merges in the Self.

15. The Absolute point-of-view—There is nothing

like the world in reality; its existence is admitted

by the wise only to bring enlightenment to the ig-

norant; the Ultimate Truth—ajatavada; the Absolute

cannot be said to be the ci'eator of the world; It can-

not change; change is only an appearance; the Absolute

cannot be said to be the cause of the world; it cannot

be said to be the seed of the world; the world is a cause-

less appearance; it is like a dream; ajdta-vdda ( the

doctorine of non-production ); this doctorine is meant

only for the worthy disciple and is not to be taught to

the unworthy.



Chapter 111.

Realisation of the Absolute point of view.

1. Happiness— All creatures desire to be happy,

but happiness is not found in worldly pleasures'; all

worldly pleasures are futile; all prosperity is misery;

psychology of pleasures and pain; the real Joy or

Happiness is within.

2. Bondage and Liberation—The, nature of bond-

age; the causes of bondage: desire, finitude, false be-

lief, Self-forgetfulness; egotism, ignorance. The nature

of liberation; when one is liberated; the two kinds of

liberation —with body and without body; no difference

between the two; liberation distinguished from inert-

ness; bondage and liberation arc appearances.

3 . The Means of Liberation - No other means

than Knowledge; knowledge the only means; futility of

devotion to any personal ( led for liberation; ( Hod is within

everybody-, Ho is realised only in intuit ion ; the

true worship of God; how the wine worship God;

external worship is of secondary importance. Action

cannot be given up as long as one lives. The nature

of right knowledge; .Self-knowledge is attained only

through one’s own effort and thought; how the

purification of mind necessary for Sell-knowledge is

effected; the problems for thinking; ignorance removes
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ignorance; the use of the Scripture and a Teacher for

Self-knowledge.

4. Practical Realisation— Jnanabandhu
(
one

who acquires acknowledge for worldly gains); the truly

wise. Practice is required to actualise knowledge; the

meaning of the term Yoga; the goal of Yoga; three

aspects of the Yoga: I. Practice in deep Affirmation of

the One Reality
: ( a )

Brahma-Bhamna, ( b )

Padarthabhatand-tydga, ( c )
KevaUbhdm. II. Con-

trol and stoppage of the activity of the Prana :

the relation of the prana with the mind; what pram

;

is ; various kinds of pranaydma ;
how the activity of

the pram is controlled and stopped. III. Control

and stoppage of the activity of mind: the mind is the

nave of the world; how the mind grows dense; how the

mind is refined into the Spirit; the methods of mind-

control: ( a ) realising its unreality through thinking,

(b) negation of samhalpa ( imagination ), ( c ) distaste

for the objects of enjoyment; sense-control, ( d )

renunciation of desires; the evil nature of desire; nothing

really desirable in the world; two kinds of renunciation

of desire; the method of giving up desire,
( e ) eradica-

tion of the egoistic feeling ( individuality ); the method

of eradicating the ego; how the Cosmic Consciousness is

realised* all evils come to an end when the ego is eradica-

ted, (f) practice of detachment, (g) cultivation of equani-

mity; the joy of equanimity; universal brotherhood, (h)
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freedom from the idea of agency or activity, ( i ) mental

renunciation of everything; the real renunciation;

the great renouncer; the fruit of renunciation, ( j )

-Samadhi or the realisation of oneness with the Abso-

lute- the joy of annihilating the mind.

5. Stages of Self-realisation— Several views;

•one view; another view; a third view: the first, stage;

the second atace; the third stage, the fourth stage; the

fifth stage, the sixth stage, the seventh stage.

6. Freedomfrom the Law ofKarma-pkula— The

law ofKurma-phala) the nature of karma
;
identity of

action and the agent, origin of the binding karma-, the

real cause of bondage to karma
;
the method of being

free from the bondage of karma; karmayoga; the

characteristic of an Arya
(
gentleman ).

7. Self-realisatioti—The signs of the dawn of

Self-realisation; Self-realisation; the uniqueness of

the experience of the Self; no feeling of individuality

in Self-experience; no return of ignorance, when it is

once removed; the supreme Joy of Self-realisation.

8. The Character of the Liberated Living Man—
A general description of the) character of the liberated;

he has nothing to avoid or obtain; he is a great

man of action; lie is in samadhi even while act he in

life; he is a great enjoyer; lie is a master of his body
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and senses and enjoys appropriate pleasures through

them; he behaves as the occasion demands; he is as busy

in the world as the ignorant; the mind of the liberated;

liberation is diffreent from the attainment of super-

normal powers; the liberated is free from all miseries;

his is the really happy life; what happens to the libera-

ted after death.
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THE PRINCESS OF WALES SARASVATI

BHAVANA TEXTS.

Edited by

GOPINATH KAVIRAJ, M. A.

No. 1—The Kiranavali Bhaskara,
( )

[tttfto], a commentaryonUdayana’s Kiranavali,

Dravya section, by Padmanabha Misra. Edited

with Introduction and Index by M- M- Pt.

Gopinatha Kaviraja, M. A. Rs, 1-12

No. 2—The Advaita Chintamani, (

)

by Rahgoji Bhatta, Edited with

Introduction etc. by Narayana Sastri Khiste

Sahityacharya. Rs. 1-12

No. 3—The Vedanta Kalpalatika,
( )

[ ], by Madhusudana Saraswati. Edited

with Introduction etc. by Ramajna Pandeya

Vyakaranacharya. Rs. 1-12

No. 4—The Kusumahjali Bodhini,
( )

[^inr], a Commentary on Udayana’s Theistic

Tract, Nyaya Kusumanjali, by Varadaraja.

Edited with Introduction etc. by M- M. Pt.

Gopinatha Kaviraja, M. A. Rs. 2-0

No. 5—The Rasasara a Commentary

on Udayana’s Kiranavali, Guna Section, by

Bhatta Vadindra. Edited with Introduction

etc. by M- M- Pt. Gopinatha Kaviiaja, M. A. Rs. 1-2

No. 6—
( Part I )-The Bhavana Viveka (yrmrf^)

[tftaiflr], by Mandana Misra, with aCommentary

by Bhatta Umbeka. Edited with Introduction

etc. by M. M. Ganganafcha Jha, M, A., D. Litt. Rs. 0-12

No. fi-( Part II )— Do. Do. Rs. 0-12

No. 7-{ Part I )-The Yoginihrdaya Dipiha,,

/
[SFSl^by Amrtananda Natha, being a
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)

Commentary on Yoginihrdnya, a part of

Vamakcsvara Tantrn. Edited with Introdnotion

etc. bjf M- M. Pt. Gopinatha Kavhaja, M- A. Es. 1-8

No. 7—(
Part II

)
Do. Do. Ks. 1-4

No. 8—The Kavyadakinl (tKPWrfapft)
[ ], by

Gangananda Kavindra. Edited with Intro-

duction etc. by Jagannatha Sastr. Hushing

Sahityopadhyaya. Eh. 0-10

No. 0—(
Part-I )-The Bhakti Chandrika

[vrfjfi], a Commentary on Sandilyas Bhuktisutras,

by Narayana Tirtba. Edited with a Prefatory

Note by M. M- Pt- Gopii.atha Kaviraja, M. A. Es. 0-15

No. 10-( Parti )-Tlie Siddhantarntua ( )

], by Baladeva Vid\ abhiisana.

Edited with a Prefatory Note by M- M- Pt.

Gopii.atha Kavii&ja, Al. A. Es. 1-2

No. 10-( Part II )—
'

Do. Do. Es. 2-12

No. 11-The Sri Vidya Eatna Sutras,

(

by Gawjapada, with a Commentary by

Sankararanya. Edited with Introduction etc. by

Narayana Sastrl Khiste, Sahityaoharya. Es. 0-9

No. 12-The Rnsapmdipa,
( tt3trfl"T ) [ ], by

Prabhakar Bhatta. Edited with Introduction etc.

by Narayana Sastri Khiste Sahitvicbarya. Es. 1-2

No. 13-The Sid <1 hisidd bantaSo hgral la
,
(f« fl?)

[ HI«THPT ], by Balabhndra. Edited with

Introduction by M. M. Pt. Gopit.Siha

Kavii 5ja, AI. A. Es. 0-14

No. 14-The Trivenik a, (fe|faT.r)f y^rr ], by Attadbar

Bhatta. Edited with Introduction by Batuka-

natba Sarnia Sahityoj adhyaya, AI. A. and
Jagannatha Sastri Hushing Sahityopadhyaya. Es. 0-14

No 15-( Part I )-The Triptnarahasya.
(

Jfi3.ua-

Khan^a
) ( ) [ mfenE^r ],
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Edited with a Prefatory Note by M. M. Pt.

Gopinatha Kaviiaja, M. A. Rs. 0-14

No. 15
-( Part II )—Do. Do. - Rs. 2-4

No. 15 -(Part ID) -Do. Do. Rs. 2-0

No. 15—( Part IY )—Do. with Introduction, etc. by

M- M- Pc. Gopii atha Kaviiaja, M. A.

No. 16-The Kavya Yilasa, ( ], by

Chiranjiva Bhatfcacbarya. Edited with

Introduction etc. by Batukanatha Sarma

Sahityopadbyaya, M. A. and Jagaunatha Sastri

Hushing Saliityopadhyaya. Rs. 1-2

No. IT—The NyayaKalika, by Bhatfca

Jayanta. Edited with Introdactiou by M. 31.

Ganganatha Jha, 31. A,, D. Litt. Rs, 0—14

No. l<S-( Part I )-The Goraks i Siddhanta Sangraha.

( ) [
stWRUT ],

Edited

witli a Prefatory Note by M- M. Pt.

Gopinatha Kaviiaja 31. A. Rs 0-14

No. 19~( Part 1 )-Tbe Prakrta Prakasa
( )

[
jnfctsqtsffT&r ], by Yararnchi with the

Prakrita Sanjlvau! by Vasantaraja and the

Subodhini by Sadananda. Edited with Prefatory

note etc. by Batukanatha Sarma, 31. A. and

Baladeva Upadhyaya, 31. A. Rs. 2-4

No. 1 9-( Part II )
Do.

^
‘Do. Rs. 2-12

No. ll)-( Part III
)
Introduction etc. (In Preparation.)

No. 20-The 3Iansatattvaviveka [ «n?3TT« ],

by VisvauathaNyayaparlcliauaiiaBhattacfiarya,

Edited with Introduction etc. by Pandit

JagannEtha Sastri Hoshiug Sahityoj. adh^ aya,

with a Foreword by M- M- Pt- Gopinatha

Kaviiaja, II. A., Principal, Government Sauskrit

College, Benares, Rst 0-12
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No. 21-(Part I) TheNyayaSiddlanta Ma a

qT^flj by Jayaiama Nyasa Panel. an,-un

Bhattacharya. Edited with Introduction

etc. by Dr.Mangal Deva Sastri, M. A., I). Phil.

(
Oxon ), Librarian, Govt. Sanskrit Library,

Saraswati Bhavana, Benares.

No. 21-( Part II )
Do. Do.

No. 22-The Dharmanubandhi Slokachaturdasi
(

unrfjj-

], by Sri Sosa Krsna

with a Commentary by llama Pandit. Edited

with Introduction etc. by Na:ayana Sastri

Khiste Sahityaobarya, Assistant Librarian,

Government Sanskrit Library, Saraswati

Bhavana, Benares.

No. 23-The Navaratrapradipa
(

by Narnia Pandit Dharnsa. llukari. Edited

with Introduction etc. byr VnijanS.t.lia Sadri

Varakale Dharma^astra-Sastri, Sa Lhoial

Research Scholar, Sanskrit College, Benares,

with a Foreword by M. M. Pt. ( lopinatha

Kaviiaja, M. A., Principal, Government

Sanskrit College, Benares.

No. 24-TheSri RamatapmIyopumsad(Trtrarfwl^'^lt5;)

[
3^^] with the Commentary called Rama

Kasika in Purvatapini and Anandanidln in

Uttaratapini, by Anandavana, Edited with

Introduction etc. -by' Auantaiama Sa-itri V’e.i ala

Sahityopadhyaya, -Post-Aeharyu Scholar, Govt.

Sanskrit College, Benares, with a Foreword by

M.M.Pt, Gopinatha Kaviiaja, M.A., Principal,

Government Sanskrit College, Benares.

No. 25-Tho Sapiniyakalpalatika
(

)

[ ], by Sadaiivadeva alias Apadeva

with a Commentary by Na: ayana Deva. Edited

with Introduction etc. by Jagannatha Sasfcri

Rs. 1-4

Rs. 2-0

Its. 1-0

Rs. 2-0

its. ;:-l2
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Hosihgn, Sahityo], adhyaya, Sadholal Research

Scholar, Govt. Sanskrit College, Benares. Rs. 1-4

No. 26-The Mrgankalekha Nabika
( )

[ ], by 'VisvaLatha Deva Kavi. Edited

with Introduction etc. by Nat ayana Sastri Khiste

Sahitj acl.arya, Asst. librarian. Government

Sanskrit Library, Benares. Rs. 1-0

No. 27-The Vidvaccharita Paiichakam ( )

[ ], by Narayana Sastri Khiste, Sahitya-

chai-ya, Assistant Librarian, Govt. Sanskrit

College, Sarasvati Bhavana Library, Benares.

With an Introduction by M- M- Pt. Gopinatha

K.aviiaja, M. A., Principal, Govt. Sanskrit

College, Benares. Rs. 2-0

No. 2S-The Yrata Kosa (ara^5T) [sfqsrra], byJaganDatha

Sastri Hosinga Sahityo]. a lh) aya, Sadholal

Research Scholar, Sanskrit College, Benares.

With a Foreword by M- M. Pt.'Gopinatha

Kavhaja, M.-A., Principal, Govt. Sanskrit

College, Benares. Rs. 4-0

No. 29-TheVrttidipik5(fft^fW)[^r«Tin], by Mauni

SriKrsna Bhatti. Edited with Introduction

etc. by Pt. Gahgadhara Sastri BharadvSja,

Professor, Govt. Sanskrit College, Benares. Rs. 1-2

No. 30-Tbe Padartha Mandianam

by Sri Venidatta. Edited with Introduction etc.

by Pandit Gopala Sastri None, Professor, Govt.

Sanskrit College, Benares. Rs. 0-14

No. 31- ( Part I )-The Tantraratna
( )

[tftqiqr],

by F&rtha Saratbi Misra. Edited by M. M. Dr.

- Gahga SthaJha, M.A.,D.Litt, Vice-Chancellor,

Allahabad University, Allahabad Rs. 1-14.

No. 31—( Part II ) Do. Do.

Edited by Pt. Gopala Sastri Nene, Govt.

Sanskrit College, Benares.
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No. 32-The TattvaFara (amt?) [phto], by RakhSldasa

Nyayaratna. Edited with Introduction etc. by

Harihar Sa<tri, Benares Hindu University. Rs, 1-0

No. 33-( Part I
)
The Nyaya Kanstubha

( )

[sqrgr]
f
by Malta leva Puntamkar. Edited with

Introduction etc, by TJmesa MLsra, M. A.,

Allahabad University. Allahabad. Rs. 3-4

No. 34-( Part I
)

The Advaita Vid\ atihikam

( ], by Si-i Samnra-

pungava Uiksita. With a Commentary by

Sri Dhnrmayj 5 Diksita E lited with Introduc-

tion, etc. by Ganapati Lai Jha, II. A., Sa Iholal

Research Scholar, Govt. Sanskrit Library

Benares. Rs, 1-4

No. 35-The Dhanna Vijaya Nataka
( )

[Wcfi], by Bhndeva Sukla. Edited with

Introduction etc. by Pandit; Xarayana Sa-tri

Khiste, Asst, Librarian, Govt. Sanskrit Library,

Benares. Rs. 1-4

No. 36-The Ananda Kanda Ghampii ( )

[ giT ], by iUifcra Misra. Edited, with a Fore-

word by M.M.Pfc.Oopit:atha Kaviiaja, M.A.,by

Nanda Kisora Sahity aoharya, Research Scholar,

Sanskrit College, Benares. Its. 3-8

No. 37-The Upaniclaaa Sutram
( ) [ ifg

],

Edited with Introduction by Dr. Mahgaladova

S&stri, M. A.,1). Phil, Rs. 1-0

No. 38-The TCiranSvali Prakaia Dfdhiti ( Guna ),

( fewrar^tr^BrsiT f¥?r ) by RnghunSth

Siromnni. Edited by Pandit Badrinsltha

j^astri, M. A., Lucknow University, Rs. 1-12

No. 39.-The Rama Vijaya Mai akavya, ( Tr<rfsrsnT-

by Rapau&fcha, Edited by Pb,

Ganapatilal Jha, M. A. Rs. 2-0
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No. 40-( Part I
) The Kalatattva Vivechana

[q%ra], by Raghniiatha Bhutan. Edited,

with a Foreword by M- M Pc. Gopitiacha

Kaviiaja, M. A., by Nanda Kisora Sirma

Sahitjacharya, Research Scholar, Sanskrit

College, Benares. Rs. 4-0

No. 40
-( Part II ) Do. Do.

No. 41-( Part I
)
The Sidhaata Sarvabhanma

Rl<? ], by SJ Mud isvara. Edited

with Introduction etc. by Jyautisajharya

Pandit Murlidhara Thakkura, late Sadholal

Scholar, Sanskrit College, Beuares, Rs. 3-0

No. 42-The BhedaSiddhi [^JT] by Yisvanatha

Panchaoana Bhabtacharya. Edited with notes

etc., by Nyaya V} akaranaoharya Pandit Sdrya

Narayana Sukla, Professor, Govt. Sanskrit

College Benares.

No. 43-( Part I )
The Smartollasa (tmtifertt) [wf^rw?],

by Siva Prata la. Edited with Introduction,

notes, etc. by Yedaci arya Pandit Bha^avata

Pratala Misra, Professor, Govt. Sanskrit

College, Benares.

No. 43- (
Part II ) Do. Do.

No. 44-( Part I )
Sudiachara Sirotnani (^PUTTftrftRfa)

(Viforet], Edited by SahiLyaeharya Pandit

Narayant Sastri Khiste.

No. 44- ( Part II ) Do. * Do.

No. 45-( Part I ) Kiranivali PrakSsa (Guna)

Sfcjmjr-jpr
) [ ], by Vardham&na. Edited,

with a Foreword by M. M. Pi. Gopinfitha

KaviiSja M. A., by Pandit Badricatha Sastri,

M. A., Lpcknow University.

No. 45-( Part II )
Do. .

Do.

No. 46-( Part I )
Kavyaprak&sa Dipika

( W!|%-



( S )

], by Sri Clmndi Dasa. Edited

by Sri Sivapratada Bhatlacharya, M. A.,

Professor, Presidency College, Calcutta.

No. 47—Bhedajayasri ( ) [ iCRRRI ], by Sri

Tarkavagisa Bhafcta Venidattacharya. Edited

with Introduction etc. by Pandit Trbhuvana

Prasada Upadhyaya, M. A., Inspector of

Sanskrit PathaSsalas, United Provinces,

Benares.

No. 48-Samyak Sambuddhabhasitam Buddhapratima-

laksanam crferrrr^r^roTJs;) [ %^r-
^TPsrec ], With the Commentary Sarnbmldha-

bhasita-pratima-laksana Vivarnl. Critically

edited with Introduction etc. by Ilaridasa

Mitra, M. A. Visvabharatl, Santiuiketana.

No. 49-Bhedaratna
( ) [ ^nr ], by Sankara

Mi^ra. Edited with introduction, etc. by Pt.

Shrya Narayana Sukla, Asst. Professor, Govt.

Sanskrit College, Benares.

No. 50-Matrika Chakra Vivoka
( ) [rT^r],

by S vatanti ananda Nat,ha, with a commentary.
Edited with an Introduction by P. Lalita

Prasada Dabral Vyakantnacharya, Goinlta

Scholar, Govt. Sanskrit College, Benares &
with a foreword by if. 11. Pt. Gopii.atha

Kaviraja, M. A.

No.5I-52-( a ) Advaita Sitldhanta "Vidyofema ( stgtr-

], by

Brahmanauda Saraswati.

( b ) Nrsinha Vijilapana ( sjf&e f%srrr=r )

[ ], by Nrsinha Asrama.

Edited with Introduction by Pt. Shrya
Naiayana Sukla, Asst. Professor Govt.

Sauskrit College, Benares.
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No, 53—Nrsinha Prasada-Vyaval;a>-a Sara (

^IIT: ) [ vwtn^t ], by Sri Dalapati Baja.

Edited with Introduction by Pt. Vinayaka

Sastri Tillu.

No. 54—Nrsinha Prasada Piaya^chitta- Sara
(

ETttTT:—nrq%xTtrtT: )
[v^^TUSt], by Sri Dalapati

Raja. Edited with Introduction by Pt. Nanda
Ki^ora S irma Sahitj aeharya and Pt. Nauda-
kitmara S irma Sahityasharya.

No. 55—Nrsinha Prns-ada— Sra idha Sara ( sff&f CTHT?:

«TT^ttn:: ) by Dalapati Baja. Edited

with Introduction bji.Pt. Vidjadhara Misra,

No. 56—Bhagawannama Makatmya Sangraha with

Commentary Sudha by Editor
( ^T^rtT-

itw ttfffT: ) [ ],

Edited with Introduction, by Pt. Ananta
Gopal Sastri Phadke, Asst. Professor, Govt,

anskrit College, Benares.

No. 57— ( Parti) Ganita KaumudI ( nfaj^r ^3^ )

[ nfoTcf], by Na.ayana p ingita. Edited by Pt,

Padmakara Dvivedi, Professor, Govt. Sanskrit

College, Benares.

No. 58—Khyativaia
( jfUtfffRT? ) [ by

Sankara Chaitanya Bl.arali. Edited by San-

kara Chaitanya BKarati with a foreword by
M. M. Pc. Gopii atha Kavii aja, M. A.

No. 59—Sankhya Tattvaloka (smatra^reffcfi) [ UTt^q ],

by Harihaiananda Aranya. 'Edited with an
Introduction by Prof. Jajfr s war Ghosh, M. A.
and a foreword by M. M. Pt. Gopinatha

Kavii aja, M. A.

No 60—( Part I ) SancjLilya Snmhita ( ^tlfn«^!T B%frr )

£ Mrsftnt ], Edited by Pi. Ananta Gopal Sa-stri

Phadke, Asst. Professor, Government Sanskrit

College, Benares.
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No. 61—Dale sirSnnflrti SainhiiS ( ?%^rrtrf?r^{%fTr

£ cFg ], Edited by Pt. Naiayana S tstri Tvhiste

Sahityacliaiy/i, Asst. Librarian, Govt.. Sanskrit

College, Benares.

No, 62—Nrsinha pravS la, Tirfcha Sara (

cfl»J?Trt: ) [ ], by Sri 3) ;dapati Baja.

Edited by SArya Na; ayan a, Sn kla. Asst.

Professor, 'Govt. Sanskrit College, Benares.

No, 63—Bhaktyadliikar.man.ala ( )

[ vrrmrrsn ], by Naraymyi Tirtha, with (.Comm-

entary by Editor. Edited by Pf. Ananta
Goya!a Sa.jt.ri Phadke, Asst. Professor, Govt.

Sanskrit College, Benares.

No. 64—V&sistha Barsana ( grins ) [ ggr-a ],

Compiled & edited with an Introduction by
Dr. B. L. Afcreya, M. A., Ph. 1 X, Lecturer,

Benares Hindu University. With a foreword

by M. M. Pt- Gopinat.ha KavhSja, M. A.

No.65-67-*( a ) TristhaU Set.u ( ) [ gtfyrrivi ],

by BhattojI Diksita.

( b ) Tirthendn S-khara ( ^37 ) [ g*r-

3TT3t ], by ISagesa Bhatta.

( e ) Kali M >ksa Viol ara ( grid n't57 fb^rrr: )

[ %?T*?r ], by Survival ad.arya. Edited

with „ Introduction by pr. SxSrya

Na: Syana Sukla, Asst, professor. Govt.

Sanskrit College, Benares.

No, 68—Madhva Mukhalnhkara
( u-e-uj'gr^'jfrT: ) £

], by Vanan.ah Misra. Edited with an

Introduction by p. Nanisi n 1 ,a ; i ,a rya Vara-

khedkar. Asst. Professor, Sanskrit College,

Benares, with a foreword by M. M- Pt, ( topi-

nStha Kaviiaja, M. A.
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Works in the Press.

No. 1—AlvalSyana Sranta Sutra with Sidhbanti BliSshya

( ftfs.r><r*rpnjef£?r sKW^rqsrsfhnjjr
) [ I? ]

No. 2—Niti MaJBjarl ( ], by Dya Dvivedl.

No. 3—Nyaya Kaustubha
(

Part II )
Anutranakhandat

)
[sqTJf], by Mabadeva Pantamkar.

No. 4—Mimansa Chandrika ( rftineT^f^pCT ) [ Rtaktf ], by

Bralm.auanda Saraswatl.

No. 5—Tantraratna
( Part III ) ( ) [ Jftaier ], by

Fartha Sarathi Misra.

No. 6—Kavya Prakak Dipika ( Part II ) ( sfiFumm )

[stgjfrr], by Sri ChancLidasa.

No. 7—Isvara PratyabhijnS Karikas of IJtpala with the

Yimarsini of Abhinava Gupta and commentary

on Vimar^ini by Bhaskara Kantha.

No. 8—Nyayamrita Sanrabha Saugandha by Yanamali Misra.

No. 9—Upendra Vijfiana Stltra with commentary. •

No. 10— S&nclilya Samhita ( Part II ).

No. 11—Tattvachintamani with Aloka, Darpana, etc.

No. 12—Sanksepa Sariraka with Subodhini by Nrisinha Asrama.

No. 13—Dvaita Nirnaya SiddbSnta Sangraha by Bhanu Bhaffa.

No. 14—Bhakti Chandrika ( Part II ) by Narayana Tirtha.



THE PRINCESS OF WALES SARASWATI

BHAVANA STUDIES;

Edited l)y

Gow.\-.atii Kaviraj, m. a.

Vol. I— (
a

)
Studies in Hindu Law

( 1 ): its Evolution,

by Gangau&tha Jlia.
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